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Introduction  

WCYS is delighted to release the first monthly report on Yemen’s affairs. 

The report reviews, records and documents the main developments in 

Yemen in different fields in June 2021.    

The three-part report provides the readers with what they need to know 

about the daily news updates. As a reader, the first part sums up the 

main developments to be on top of what has been done in different 

fields. The second part records the daily news to keep you updated on 

the daily details. The third part provides the main documents released in 

the month.   

We hope this report could help the researchers, academicians, 

politicians, activists, and those interested in Yemeni affairs as it could 

serve as their reference to the Yemeni scene.  
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Part I 
Key Developments in June  
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The Political Developments   

Peace Mediations  

This month was busy with active regional and international diplomatic moves, and 

they were mediating between the conflicting parties to reach understandings on the 

UN peace plan. The ‘former’ UN envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, participated in 

these efforts and toured the region's countries. He visited Saudi Arabia, Oman, then 

Sana'a, where he went to Iran, and finally Kuwait. However, he did not succeed in 

bridging the differences between the parties. It was remarkable in his monthly 

briefing, the last briefing before appointing the new envoy, to the Security Council 

that he refrained from holding any of the parties responsible for the failure and 

instead held everyone responsible for it. 

Meanwhile, Omani diplomacy moved forward to fill the void created by the failure 

of the mediation of the UN envoy. While mediating between the parties, the Omanis 

coordinated with the international and regional countries at high levels to ensure 

their endorsement of any potential outcomes. In this context, Timothy Linderking, 

the US envoy to Yemen, visited Muscat to discuss the available means to activate 

mediation between the legitimate government and the Houthis. The Omani and 

Saudi foreign ministers also exchanged visits to discuss mediation developments. 

The major leap of the Omani mediation efforts was when an Omani delegation 

visited Sana'a to meet with the leader of the Houthi movement, Abdul-Malik al-

Houthi. Obviously, the Omanis were keen to achieve a result from this visit, which 

lasted for six days. Initial signs of optimism emerged on the second day of the visit 

as the media began to talk about the imminent opening of Sana’a International 
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Airport, the Houthi precondition, before starting any negotiations. However, the 

Omani attempts to persuade the Houthis to make commitments to a ceasefire and to 

engage in political talks did not succeed. Eventually, the visit did not achieve any 

tangible results, and the Omani delegation returned empty-handed.  

The internationally recognized government reacted positively to the initiatives 

presented to it, and the UN envoy described the Yemeni government's cooperation 

as "excellent" in his briefing last month. Even though the government has been 

confirming that any proposed settlement has to be based on the three references, the 

GCC initiative and its executive mechanism, the outcomes of the National Dialogue 

Conference and UN Resolution 2216, it showed great flexibility in accepting the UN 

initiative, which does not refer to these references. The only precondition of the 

government was implementing the peace plan as a package with the start of a 

comprehensive cease-fire. 

These attempts lasted throughout the first half of June. It ended with the briefing of 

the UN envoy to the Security Council. In his briefing, he tried to be optimistic about 

the possibility of reaching solutions in the short term; however, he soon announced 

that time is not in everyone's interest, and what could be achieved today may not be 

possible tomorrow. In this briefing, he did not name the party hindering the 

settlement and blamed everyone for the failure. This prompted the Foreign Minister 

to comment later on this position by expressing his regret that the UN envoy did not 

take advantage of this meeting to clearly point out the obstructing party, as the 

regional and international parties are almost unanimous Houthi responsible for 

obstructing this mediation. The position of condemning al-Houthi and holding them 

responsible was repeated by officials from different countries such as the United 

States, Britain, Germany and France (For more details: you can refer to the June 

diaries for various statements).  
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After the failure of the UN and the Omani mediations, the US State Department 

announced through its foreign minister, Anthony Blinken, its intention to continue 

to pressure the Houthis to accept a ceasefire and enter into political negotiations. The 

first steps were the US Treasury's imposing sanctions on some entities and 

individuals for actions linked to Iran and al-Houthi (For more details: you can refer 

to the annexes). A few days later, the United States seized Iranian and Houthis 

websites, including the al-Masirah channel, which is the mouthpiece of the Houthi 

group. The United Nations also listed the Houthis in the annual report on children in 

war, accusing them of grave violations.  

 

The STC and the situation in Aden 

Large protests rippled across the city of Aden against the deterioration of services 

and the continuous power cuts. The security chaos also returned to the city, which 

witnessed military confrontations between armed factions of the Southern 

Transitional Council (STC), in which dead and injuries were reported. The 

confrontations developed into physical liquidations for some of the military leaders 

of the STC, and a few assassination attempts occurred. It started with the 

assassination of Haidara Jubran Al-Jaadani, a former commander in the security belt 

north of Aden. Then the Brigadier General Abdul Hakim al-Kubi was shot and taken 

to hospital. The last victim was Bilal Mansour, a cadre of the Reform Party (Islah 

Party) in Aden, who was assassinated in front of his house. 

The security chaos, which left more than 25 dead and wounded, led to the overthrow 

of a number of the military leaders of the STC. Aidaroos Al-Zubaidi  issued military 

decrees to change the senior leaders of the support forces and the security belt of the 

Council, which they are the conflicting forces over the sharing of influence and 
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interests, and the dispute between them caused armed confrontations in Aden. Al- 

Zubaidi’s decrees also dismissed the leaders of these forces, appointed new 

leadership for the support forces, and annexed them to the southern ground forces. 

The fourth session of the National Assembly of the STC was held on June 14 in 

Aden. In the meeting, Aidarous Al-Zubaidi, the President of the STC reiterated the 

emphasis on moving on a self-determination path to restore the former People’s 

Democratic Republic of Yemen in the southern part of the country on its entire 

territory with its known borders before May 21 1990. 

Tension prevailed in the relations between the STC and the Yemeni government, so 

their representatives were invited to Riyadh to reach common understandings but to 

no avail. Obviously, the STC Council sought to impose a fait accompli through many 

of the accelerated separatist steps it took this month.  STC’s forces seized the 

headquarters of the Yemeni News Agency, Saba, in Aden and expelled the civil 

guards and employees, then changed the name of the agency to ‘Aden News 

Agency’. They also raised a banner with the new name on the building that included 

the names of the National Southern Media Authority, the Aden News Agency, and 

the STC’s logo. In another escalation against the government, Al-Zubaidi, as a 

president of the STC, issued decrees appointing some of the STC’s military brigades 

and restructuring them. At the end of the month and to establish international 

relationships, Al- Zubaidi issued decrees appointing representatives of the STC 

abroad to several countries around the world, including the United States, the United 

Nations, European and African countries, and Kuwait. 
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Hadi leaves for Medical Care in the US 

The Yemeni news agency reported that the 76-year-old Yemeni president had left 

for the United States to undergo his ‘routine periodic medical exams’. Official 

sources stated that President Hadi held a meeting before his departure, which 

included his deputy, Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar, and Prime Minister, Moeen Abdul 

Malik, to review the overall situation and developments on the national scene. In 

addition, the sources said that Hadi had telephone conversations with the Minister 

of Defense, Muhammad al-Maqdashi, the Chief of the General Staff, Saghir bin 

Aziz, and the Governor of Marib, Sultan al-Arada, during which he discussed "the 

developments of the situation on the military fronts and commitment to military 

plans to confront the Houthi coup militia." Hadi has been suffering from heart 

disease since 2011, and he undergoes periodic medical examinations in the United 

States, the last of which was in August 2020. 

Such news draws attention to the critical health condition of President Hadi and what 

are the post-Hadi scenarios at the local and regional levels. These questions are still 

unanswered, and officials in the Yemen government avoids them. The power-

transferring mechanisms are not specified as the Yemeni constitution is practically 

suspended since the 2011 uprising, and the GCC initiative executive mechanisms 

replaced it. However, neither the initiative nor the executive mechanism discusses 

the power transferring mechanism. Therefore, the absence of Hadi has legal and 

constitutional complications. Many analysts agree that there is no proper plan to deal 

with any sudden absence of the president, despite its seriousness. 
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SAFER Oil Tanker 

SAFER is a Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO) oil vessel moored off Yemen’s 

west coast, about 8 kilometres South West of the West coast of Yemen, permanently 

anchored at the same location for more than 30 years without any dry-docking or 

shipyard repairs. In 1986, the vessel was converted from “Esso Japan”, initially built 

in 1976 as a single hull oil carrier to FSO SAFER. SAFER is owned by the Safer 

Exploration & Production Operation Company (SEPOC), the Yemeni national oil 

company. Before 2015, the vessel had been used to store and export oil from fields 

around Ma’rib; however, the Houthis managed to control the waters where the 

SAFER is moored since 2015.  

Safer, the rusted tanker containing 1.14 million barrels of oil that has not been 

maintained since 2015, would cause an environmental and humanitarian disaster for 

Yemen and the wider Red Sea. Therefore, this issue becomes a regular issue for 

discussion in the UNSC.    

The various parties and international organizations hold the Houthis responsible for 

obstructing experts' access to the tanker to carry out the necessary maintenance. 

Although negotiations continue to facilitate the access of experts to the tanker, there 

are no immediate signs of solving the issue, especially since the Houthis announced 

earlier this month that consultations with the United Nations had reached a dead end. 

Two days later, the Security Council convened to discuss the development in this 

issue and held the Houthi group responsible for the deterioration of the tanker’s 

condition, expressing “grave concern about the growing risk of the tanker’s failure 

or explosion, which would cause an environmental, economic, maritime and 

humanitarian disaster” for the country and the region.  
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In the UNSC meeting, Inger Andersen, Executive Director of the UN Environment 

Programme (UNEP), briefed the ambassadors on the risk assessment of the tanker. 

She provided a bleak picture of the catastrophic consequences of an oil leak, from 

health, environment to the economy, affecting up to 670,000 livelihoods. Any oil 

leaking could force the Hudaydah port to close, delaying food and fuel imports for 

about three weeks and block 50 percent of fishing grounds, “with an estimate 

economic cost of around $350 million over five years”, she said. The environment 

would be damaged drastically as “The Red Sea is one of the planet's most important 

repositories of biodiversity.”   The oil spill would also impact neighbouring 

countries on the Red Sea, as well as one of the world’s busiest commercial routes, 

she said. In press elements issued following the meeting, Council members 

expressed “extreme concern at the growing risk that the Safer oil tanker could 

rupture or explode, causing an environmental, economic, maritime and humanitarian 

catastrophe for Yemen and the region”. Members repeated calls for the Houthis to 

allow, without further delay, access for UN experts to conduct an assessment and 

initial repair mission1. 

Later, the British Embassy in Yemen warned against placing the Safer oil tank in the 

Red Sea. The embassy posted a tweet stating that: “Safer oil tanker issue must be 

resolved. Neglecting means it may leak oil into the Red Sea 4x the Exxon Valdez 

spill, exacerbating the dire humanitarian situation in Yemen and causing 

unprecedented damage to the regional marine wildlife and vulnerable coral reefs”. 

It renewed the call for facilitating the access of experts to the tanker. 

 

 **** 

 
1 To read more: https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/monthly-forecast/2021-07/yemen-32.php  

https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/monthly-forecast/2021-07/yemen-32.php
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The Military Developments 

With the accelerated diplomatic and political efforts in the first half of the month, 

the intensity of military confrontations on the various fronts subsided. In conjunction 

with diplomatic efforts led by the United Nations, Washington and regional capitals 

to reach a ceasefire between the parties to the conflict, the Arab coalition supporting 

the Yemen Government announced the suspension of its military operations in 

Yemen because it wants to prepare the political ground for a peaceful settlement. 

AFP, the French news agency, quoted a statement by the coalition spokesman, Turki 

Al-Maliki, in which he said that the coalition decided "not to carry out any operation, 

with the aim of creating a political atmosphere for the peaceful path."  

The situation changed in the second half of the month after the failure of the Omani 

mediation and the UN envoy efforts to reach an agreement between the warring 

parties. The battles erupted again and with greater ferocity, especially on the Marib 

and Al-Jawf fronts, in which the Houthis carried out dozens of attacks. 

There was no remarkable progress for any party in these battles, and it seems that 

the Yemeni Army had prepared for a long-term defensive battle so that they could 

absorb and repel the intense Houthi attacks. Moreover, the Saudi airstrikes played a 

vital role in these battles. The Houthis used the drones and ballistic missiles 

intensively, of which the Houthis seem to possess a large stockpile. These battles 

resulted in hundreds of deaths, most of whom were Houthi forces. 

The city of Marib was subjected to several missile attacks, in which dozens of 

civilians were killed as the missiles hit populated areas. The total number of victims 

of the missile strikes reached 74 civilian casualties in the city of Ma'rib. Many 
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countries condemned these massacres of civilians; these countries include the United 

States, France, Britain, and Kuwait, which issued separate statements condemning 

civilians targeting and calling on the Houthis for an immediate and comprehensive 

ceasefire. 

In a large scale move including four countries in the Middle East, including Saudi 

Arabia, the United States announced the withdrawal of the Terminal High Altitude 

Area Defense (THAAD) system and Patriot batteries from Saudi Arabia that the 

previous Trump administration had deployed.  The US Department of Defense 

announced that it had begun reducing its air defence systems in the Middle East after 

it had worked to strengthen them in 2019 and 2020 against the backdrop of tensions 

with Iran. Pentagon spokeswoman Jessica McNulty said in a statement that the 

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin "ordered that this summer some forces and 

capabilities be withdrawn from the area," noting that it was "primarily air defence 

equipment." The Patriot batteries were sent as part of reinforcements to the region 

after killing the Quds Force commander Qassem Soleimani in a US strike in January 

2020, while the THAAD system was deployed in Saudi Arabia after airstrikes on 

two strategic oil sites in the kingdom, which Tehran was accused of being behind. 

This US decision came at a time when the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is witnessing 

more Houthi attacks by drones and ballistic missiles on several areas, especially in 

the southern regions such as Najran, Abha and Khamis Mushait, on an almost daily 

basis which indicate the development of the Houthi military capabilities. The Houthi 

military media also published footage targeting a training camp in the Al-Wadiah 

area near the Yemeni-Saudi border. This attack, which the Houthi military 

spokesman said, was carried out by ten drones. 

 **** 
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The Economic Developments 

 The deterioration of the Yemeni economy continues in June, knowing that the 

economy is suffering greatly due to the ongoing war and the cessation of economic 

activity in the country, totally or partially. The cessation of oil and gas exports, on 

which Yemen's dilapidated economy depended in the pre-war period, also 

contributed to this deterioration.  

The Yemeni currency recorded an unprecedented collapse against foreign currencies 

due to many policies and decisions taken, whether by the Houthis in the areas it 

controls or the legitimate government, which greatly affected the difficult living 

conditions of Yemenis. The value price of the Yemeni Riyal was about 930 riyals 

per dollar at the beginning of June; however, at the end of the month, the exchange 

rate reached 960 riyals, and the situation is likely to deteriorate further. Moreover, 

the transaction fees between the provinces controlled by the internationally 

recognized legitimate government areas and Houthi-controlled areas amounted to 

58% of the net amount transferred, according to the same sources. The decisions 

taken by the Houthis contributed to the aggravation of the economic situation 

further, as the Central Bank in Sanaa, which is under the control of the Houthis, 

issued a circular warning of what it called the ‘forgery’ of the Central Government 

Bank in Aden of the national currency against the background of the release of a 

paper currency, which had been printed earlier in 2017, to face the lack of liquidity 

in the market. 

The Yemeni government had requested European support to stop the currency 

collapse in the meeting that brought together Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed 

Awad bin Mubarak with the European Commissioner for Crisis Management Janez 
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Lenarčič when he called on the European Union to provide more support to help the 

government implement its economic program, as reported by the Saba News 

Agency. 

In continuation of the confiscation and restrictions policies on the private sector, the 

Houthis announced this month the seizure of the funds of Al-Tadhamun Islamic 

Bank, one of the largest commercial banks in Yemen owned by Hayel Saeed Anam 

& Co., which is described as the largest commercial group in the country, deposited 

in all banking sectors in the regions under its control. It is noteworthy that the bank 

later responded to this circular, saying that its acceptance of the Houthi decision 

makes it subject to international sanctions on charges of money laundering and 

terrorism financing, as the International Sanctions Committee had previously 

warned Yemeni banks against dealing with the decisions of the criminal prosecution 

and the judicial guard in Sana’a. 

Other sources also revealed that the Houthis looted $26 million from MTN mobile 

company to renew its operating license for the year 2020-2021, amid news of their 

attempts to purchase the company for only $150 million, equivalent to 15 per cent 

of the actual value of the company’s branch in Yemen, which was estimated 

according to economists, more than a billion dollars. Earlier, at the beginning of 

2018, the MTN International Group had expressed its serious desire to withdraw 

from Yemen due to the futility of its continuity in light of the conditions that hit the 

country and threatened the economy and investment, while it remained vulnerable 

to financial blackmail by the authorities in Sana’a under Several pretexts. 

The Houthi-controlled areas witness a substantial cash flow shortage due to their 

refusal to deal with the currencies that were printed by the Central Bank in Aden and 

imposed a version of the currency that no other currency is allowed to be circulated 
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in the areas of its control. It has recently begun preparing for steps to consolidate 

economic separation from the central bank in Aden by issuing an electronic 

currency. These efforts came after commercial banks were forced to cut off the 

network connection between bank branches in government areas and the central 

bank in Aden. 

Sources working in the Central Bank branch in Sana'a stated that the Houthi 

Economic Committee, led by former Minister Saleh Shaaban, has initiated 

procedures to issue the "e-Riyal." According to the sources, the Houthis plan to make 

this riyal an alternative to paper currency for two reasons. The first one is to deduct 

50% of the remittances from the areas under the legitimate government's control. 

The second reason is to meet the large deficit in financial liquidity due to preventing 

the circulation of newly printed banknotes. 

 **** 
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The Humanitarian Developments 

The deteriorating economic conditions negatively affected the lives of citizens, and 

the accelerating currency collapse increased their daily suffering. Stephane Dujarric, 

the spokesman for the Secretary-General of the United Nations, confirmed this 

during a press conference held at the UN headquarters, where Dujarric said: 

Yemen’s economy has been “in free fall,” sending the currency to record lows, 

“meaning that more people can afford less food and basic goods.” “This is alarming 

since more than half of the country’s population is facing food insecurity and 5 

million people are one step away from famine,” Dujarric warned. 

The forms of suffering that Yemenis are experiencing have varied, from 

displacement, loss of income, and difficulty in securing meals. The World Food 

Program (WFP) announced that a crisis in support of humanitarian work in Yemen 

was looming, warning of a famine targeting 5 million people "and the most 

vulnerable groups, such as migrants and displaced people, will be the most affected," 

the United Nations Program said. It added in a tweet on Twitter: "5 million people 

are on the cusp of famine in Yemen, $2.35 billion is needed to avoid famine and 

continue life-saving support for millions of Yemenis in need." 

Earlier this month, the United Nations announced that Yemen is the fourth country 

with the largest number of internally displaced people globally. The Humanitarian 

Coordinator in Yemen (OCHA) said that more than three million displaced people 

in Yemen, out of four million, are in need of humanitarian assistance. They pointed 

out that about one million people still live in 1,600 sites for the displaced, adding 

that the partners working to help the displaced in Yemen have received only 5% of 

the funding required for 2021. 
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The United Nations expected the humanitarian situation in Yemen to deteriorate by 

the end of 2021.   " Yemen remains the world's worst humanitarian crisis, with more 

than 20.7 million people, representing 67% of the population, in need of some form 

of humanitarian assistance or protection," the United Nations Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said in a statement. They added, "In 

2021, the situation, mainly caused by conflict and economic blockade, was 

exacerbated by COVID-19, heavy rains, floods, escalation of hostilities and currency 

collapse." They continued, "Yemen's humanitarian response plan for 2021 is still 

severely underfunded, and as of June 6, 2021, only $1.65 billion out of the $3.85 

billion requested has been received ". 

 

Various social strata suffered from the repercussions of the war and the economic 

crisis; however, the most affected ones were children and women. On the 

International Day of Innocent Children Victims of Aggression, many human rights 

organizations and bodies issued their reports on childhood conditions in Yemen. In 

a report to the Senior Officials Meeting on June 1, 2021, at a summit co-chaired by 

the European Union and Sweden to discuss the most pressing issues facing Yemen, 

the Danish Refugee Council stated that nearly half of children under the age of five 

in Yemen suffer from acute malnutrition, while the majority of adults do not know 

where their next meal will come from. In the grip of the world's largest humanitarian 

crisis, Yemen is now teetering on the brink of what the United Nations has described 

as "the worst famine in decades." 

Many organizations have documented violations against children in Yemen, as the 

Yemeni Network for Rights and Freedoms announced that it had documented 20,977 

cases of violations against children in Yemen, in addition to the expelling of more 

than 43,000 children, by Houthi forces, in the period January 2017 to March 2021. 
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In its report, the network indicated that the violations committed by Houthi forces 

against children varied from killing, injuring, kidnapping, displacement, deprivation 

of education, kidnapping, sniping, recruitment, and preventing access to treatment, 

food and water. In its report coinciding with the International Day of Innocent 

Children Victims of Aggression, SAM Organization for Rights and Freedoms stated 

that what it has recorded multiple violations against children amount to war crimes 

and crimes against humanity, especially the practices of deliberate killing, 

recruitment of children, forcing to participate in the conflict, and depriving children 

of education and receive adequate medical services. 

The annual report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, 

on children and armed conflict in 2020, documented the killing of 269 children and 

the maiming of 855 others, 255 of which were attributed to the Houthis, 194 were 

caused by the Saudi- led Coalition, 121 cases are attributed to the Yemeni Armed 

Forces, 49 cases to the Security Belt Forces, 11 cases to ISIS. 11, 8 cases to the 

Popular Resistance (pro-government), 2 cases to Al-Qaeda, while the rest were 

attributed to unidentified perpetrators. The report revealed that "the main causes of 

casualties among children were 339 cases of mortar and artillery shelling, 305 bullet 

holes and crossfire, 212 explosive remnants of war, and 150 airstrikes." Based on 

this report, the United Nations has included the Houthis on the blocklist of violators 

of children's rights 

 

 ***************** 
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Tuesday 1, 2021  

The legitimate government announced today, Tuesday, that a number of oil derivatives ships 

were allowed to enter the port of Hodeidah, to alleviate the humanitarian situation. 

  In a brief statement published by the ministry's official account, Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad 

bin Mubarak said that "despite the Houthis' continued violation of the Stockholm Agreement 

and their continued aggression in Marib, the government has again allowed a number of oil 

derivatives ships to enter Hodeidah, to alleviate the current humanitarian situation". 

The World Food Program announced that a humanitarian crisis in Yemen is looming, warning 

of a famine targeting 5 million people. "A support crisis is looming in Yemen, and the most 

vulnerable groups, such as migrants and displaced people, will be the most affected," the United 

Nations Program said.  

WFP added in a tweet on Twitter: "5 million people are on the cusp of famine in Yemen, $2.35 

billion is needed to avoid famine and continue life-saving support for millions of Yemenis in 

need." 

The Yemeni riyal falls to a new record against the dollar 

The Yemeni currency fell to an unprecedented record low on Monday. 

Anadolu News Agency quoted Hashem Muhammad, a money exchanger in the temporary 

capital, Aden, saying that selling one dollar was between 935 to 940 riyals. 

The US and UN envoys to Yemen discuss the necessity of an immediate ceasefire for the 

entry of aid in Amman. 

On Tuesday, UN envoys Martin Griffiths and US envoy Tim Lenderking discussed in the 

Jordanian capital, Amman, the ceasefire efforts in Yemen. 

The US State Department's Office of Near Eastern Affairs stated - on its Twitter account - that 

“Both expressed an unwavering commitment to the principle that a comprehensive, nationwide 

ceasefire is needed immediately to bring much needed humanitarian relief to the people of 

#Yemen”. 

HRW: Yemen: Houthis Risk Civilians’ Health in Covid-19 

Stop Spreading Disinformation; Ensure Access to Testing, Health Care, Vaccines 

Human Rights Watch (HRW) stated that the Houthis undermine international efforts to provide 

coronavirus vaccines in areas under their control and withholding information about the risks 

and impact of the epidemic in Yemen. 

HRW said - in a report - that the Houthi authorities in Sanaa follow a policy of withholding data 

on cases and deaths in the epidemic, noting that since the start of the second wave of the Corona 

virus in Yemen last March, the number of confirmed cases has doubled, according to a statement 

by an undersecretary. UN Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs Mark Lowcock on 15 

April. It continued, " Since the start of the pandemic in Yemen in April 2020, Houthi officials 

have actively spread disinformation about the virus and vaccines." 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/Yemen?src=hashtag_click
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A Swedish delegation led by the Minister of Foreign Affairs arrives in Mukalla, 

Hadramout 

Swedish Foreign Minister Ann Linde and her accompanying delegation arrived today, Tuesday, 

in Mukalla, Hadramout. Local sources said that Linde, the Swedish ambassador and the special 

envoy of the Kingdom of Sweden, Peter Semneby, arrived on an official visit this morning to 

the city of Mukalla . 

Yesterday, Monday, the minister discussed with President Hadi, at his residence in the Saudi 

capital, the developments of the situation in Yemen, stressing her country's support for the 

government's efforts to overcome the war and the crisis in the country . 

The Swedish minister affirmed her country's supportive stance for Yemen and continued efforts 

to find out the overall humanitarian situation and to seek a comprehensive settlement that would 

contribute to the peace process and the implementation of the Riyadh Agreement. She referred 

to her country's efforts to conclude a comprehensive agreement between all parties to reach a 

comprehensive settlement in Yemen . 

The Interior Ministry announces its refusal to appoint the transitional leader to combat 

terrorism in Aden 

Today, Tuesday, the Yemeni government announced its refusal to appoint the Southern 

Transitional militia as commander of the anti-terror forces . 

  The STC had issued a decision appointing Major General Shallal Ali Shaye as the commander 

of the anti-terror unit.  

  In a statement circulated by the media, the Yemeni Interior Ministry stated that any security 

decisions issued outside the official and constitutional institutions appointing or forming bodies 

of security capacity are unreliable . 

The US State Department: The US envoy to #Yemen and the acting US ambassador had a video 

call with the governor of #Marib. 

US State Department: Lenderking and Westley expressed concern about the devastating 

humanitarian consequences of the Houthi attack on Marib. 

The European Union stresses that a sustainable solution to the crisis in Yemen requires an 

urgent ceasefire 

Today, Tuesday, at a meeting of humanitarian actors in Yemen, the European Union stressed 

that a sustainable solution to the Yemeni crisis requires an urgent ceasefire. 

Yemen: EU co-hosts humanitarian community meeting as famine looms 

The humanitarian situation in Yemen is alarming, with millions of people facing famine. On 1 

June, the European Commission and Sweden co-hosted the third Humanitarian Senior Officials 

Meeting on the humanitarian crisis in Yemen. 

European Commissioner for Crisis Management Janez Lenarčič said: “Yemen remains the 

world's largest humanitarian crisis, with an unprecedented famine looming. The EU is 

committed to supporting the people in need. I welcome today's discussion by the humanitarian 

community on how to ensure that assistance gets to the Yemeni population quickly and 

https://ec.europa.eu/echo/where/middle-east/yemen_en
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effectively. I call on the parties to the conflict to respect International Humanitarian law and 

allow the delivery of urgently needed aid to the affected population throughout Yemen.”  

Saudi Arabia: We held a "positive meeting" with representatives of the STC 

On Monday, the Saudi Press Agency reported that the Saudi ambassador to Yemen, Muhammad 

Al Jaber, held a "positive meeting" with representatives of the Southern Transitional Council 

headed by Nasser Al-Khubaji. 

  During the meeting, they "discussed ways to expedite the implementation of the remaining 

provisions of the Riyadh Agreement, as well as the requirements for the return of the equal 

government to the interim capital, Aden, to perform its duties, leading to the provision of basic 

services in Aden and the southern governorates, stopping the collapse of the currency and 

securing the payment of salaries ". 

Undersecretary of the Ministry of Health, Ali Al-Walidi: 1.6 million doses of the #Corona 

vaccine will reach #Yemen within days . 

Wednesday 2, 2021 

Yemeni Foreign Minister: A comprehensive ceasefire is the key step to address forms of 

human and economic suffering. 

After meeting with the US envoy, Yemeni Foreign Minister: “We are committed to 

achieving a comprehensive peace according to the basic references”. 

Foreign Minister calls for maximum pressure on the militia to force it to submit to peace 

Dr. Ahmed bin Mubarak, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates Affairs, called on the 

international community to send clear messages and exert maximum pressure on the Houthi 

militia, to force it to comply with the requirements of peace and to stop spilling Yemeni blood 

and to destabilize the region, in implementation of foreign agendas . 

During his meeting with UN envoy Martin Griffiths, bin Mubarak affirmed the Yemeni 

government's support for the efforts it is undertaking to end the human suffering caused by the 

Houthi coup against the constitutional legitimacy, explaining the importance of directing 

He stressed that it must be clear that a comprehensive cease-fire is the most important and basic 

humanitarian step through which all forms of suffering and humanitarian and economic 

complications will be addressed . 

Yemeni Foreign Ministry: The government is committed to working towards achieving a 

comprehensive peace in accordance with the agreed terms of reference 

 

Today, Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak confirmed that the legitimate government 

is committed to work towards achieving a comprehensive and sustainable peace in accordance 

with the agreed basic references. 

  This came during a meeting between bin Mubarak and the US envoy to Yemen, Tim 

Lenderking, during which they discussed developments in the situation and efforts to establish 

peace. 
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Yemeni Foreign Ministry: The government is committed to working towards achieving a 

comprehensive peace in accordance with the agreed terms of reference 

Today, Wednesday, in his meeting with the US envoy to Yemen, Tim Lenderking, Yemeni 

Foreign Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak affirmed the legitimate government's commitment to 

achieving a comprehensive and sustainable peace under the agreed basic references . 

 The minister expressed the government's appreciation for the efforts made by the US envoy to 

support the peace process in Yemen, explaining the Houthi militia's intransigence and evasion 

of the initiatives and efforts undertaken, which aggravated the humanitarian situation.  

STC gunmen storm the Saba Agency building in Aden and expel its employees 

Today, Wednesday, an armed group affiliated with the STC stormed the Yemeni News Agency 

(Saba) building in the interim capital, Aden, and expelled the civil guards and employees . 

A statement issued by the administration of the Saba news agency, Aden branch, said that the 

STC gunmen came yesterday to the agency and said that they had directives from the head of 

the STC, Aidarous Al-Zubaidi, to seize the building and operate it under The name of the Aden 

News Agency (for the State of South Arabia) . 

Vice President: The real international pressure on the Houthis serves peace and achieves 

security and stability 

In his meeting with the US special envoy to Yemen, Tim Lenderking, and the acting US 

ambassador to Yemen, Catherine Westley, the Yemeni Vice President Ali Mohsen Saleh said 

today, Wednesday, June 2, 2021, that the real international pressure on the Houthi militia serves 

the peace process and achieves stability and sustainable security in Yemen and the region . 

During the meeting, which Foreign Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak attended, he welcomed the 

US administration's designation of Houthi leaders as global terrorists as a decision that meets 

the desire of Yemenis and what they have seen and experienced from the Houthis as a criminal 

coup group . 

Sweden: Ceasefire in Yemen is the most important humanitarian measure 

Sweden's Foreign Minister Ann Kristen Linde called on the Yemeni parties to cease fire and 

deal with the United Nations without preconditions. 

 Lindy said on Twitter: " In Muscat, I met Houthi chief negotiator Mohammed Abdulsalam, 

talked about (the) humanitarian situation, ceasefire, political process. A ceasefire is the most 

important humanitarian measure. ". 

She added: " Parties should engage with UN without preconditions. The war must end" stressing 

that "the ceasefire is the most important humanitarian measure". 

Yemen Airways announces the resumption of its flights to and from Khartoum . 

Griffiths: I discussed with the Saudi ambassador options for lifting restrictions on the port 

of Hodeidah and Sanaa airport 

The UN envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, discussed with Yemeni and Saudi leaders options 

for lifting restrictions on the port of Hodeidah and Sanaa International Airport, which are under 

the control of the Houthi militia . 
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 In a tweet to him on Twitter, Griffiths' office said that the envoy met with Yemeni Foreign 

Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak, and the Saudi ambassador to Yemen, Muhammad Al Jaber . 

Pentagon chief, Saudi crown prince discuss regional security, Yemen war.  

U.S. Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin spoke with Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman 

on Wednesday and emphasized U.S. commitment to helping Saudi Arabia defend its territory 

and people, the Pentagon said. 

Austin and Prince Mohammed discussed regional security, particularly efforts to end the war in 

Yemen, and "ongoing bilateral efforts to improve Saudi Arabia’s defenses," Pentagon 

spokesman John Kirby said in a statement. 

Khamenei's advisor confirms Tehran's continued support for the Houthis.. He named 

them the valiant sons of Ashura Al-Hamra School 

Ali Akbar Velayati, advisor to Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei for international affairs, 

said that the Houthi group, which he called "the valiant sons of Ashura al-Hamra School", 

imposed surrender on the enemy . 

 Velayati added - in his speech on Wednesday during a virtual forum entitled "Victorious 

Yemen.. The Divine Promise Fulfilled", which was organized by the "World Assembly for 

Islamic Awakening" - that Iran, following the orders of His Eminence the Leader of the Islamic 

Revolution, will continue, as was its support for the jihad of the followers of Islamic law and 

those who follow the path of Islam. Ahl al-Bayt (peace be upon him)", according to what was 

published by Al-Alam TV. 

 An advisor to Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei pledged to continue his country's support 

for the Houthi group . 

 Velayati continued, "The resistance front in Yemen is one of the most prominent and prominent 

symbols of the resistance". 

The sixth batch of Yemeni war-wounded arrives in Oman to have prosthetic limbs fitted 

The sixth batch (comprising 50 amputees from the Yemeni war wounded, including women and 

children from Taiz, Marib, Hadramout and Al-Mahra) arrived in the city of Salal, Oman.  

Thursday 3, 2021 

An upcoming session of the Security Council to discuss the Safer Tanker issue today, 

Thursday 

The UN Security Council is expected to hold an extraordinary session on Thursday to discuss 

the issue of the tanker Safer after the failure of new negotiations with the Houthis regarding the 

tanker that threatens Yemen and the region . 

  Diplomats said Wednesday that the Security Council meets to discuss a long-abandoned fuel 

tanker off Yemen, amid growing fears of a catastrophic oil spill, at the request of Britain. 

United Nations: Yemen is the fourth country to have internally displaced people 

On Thursday, the United Nations announced that Yemen is the fourth country with the largest 

number of internally displaced people in the world. 
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 The Humanitarian Coordinator in Yemen (OCHA) said that more than three million displaced 

people in Yemen, out of four million, are in need of humanitarian assistance. 

Al-Houthi holds the Security Council responsible for the situation in Yemen 

Today, Thursday, the Houthi leader, Muhammad al-Houthi, blamed the UN Security Council 

for the situation in the country after six years of war . 

 According to Al-Houthi's tweet, "The Security Council bears full responsibility for the state of 

affairs in Yemen after it decides to place Yemen under Chapter VII." According to him, placing 

the country under Chapter VII came "due to its reliance on intelligence reports of countries 

involved in the aggression against Yemen," according to his tweet. 

Al-Houthi pointed out that the other reason behind what the country has reached is the "non-

criminalization" of what he called the "American, British, Saudi, Emirati aggression and their 

allies" in terrorizing and besieging Yemen and preventing it from selling Safer oil . 

Danish Refugees identifies four measures to save Yemen from the brink 

The Danish Refugee Council called on the European Union to make efforts to save Yemen, 

which has been at war for seven years and bring it back from the brink. 

 The Danish Council said - in a report to the meeting of senior officials on June 1, 2021, at a 

summit co-host by the European Union and Sweden to discuss the most pressing issues facing 

Yemen - that the country is on the verge of sliding into famine and the European Union must 

lead efforts to bring it back from the brink . . 

 The statement - which was published by the council on its official website and translated into 

Arabic by "Al-Mawqea Post" - added that nearly half of children under the age of five in Yemen 

suffer from acute malnutrition, while the majority of adults do not know where their next meal 

will come from . 

 In the grip of the world's largest humanitarian crisis, Yemen is now teetering on the brink of 

what the United Nations has described as "the worst famine in decades". 

Warning of a new clash, military crowds for the Yemeni government and the STC  

News revealed that military mobilizations by both the Yemeni government forces and the UAE-

backed STC forces in Abyan Governorate (south) for several days herald another round of 

military confrontations. 

Remind them of the Beirut port explosion, Griffiths warns the Houthis of the Safer Tanker 

disaster 

Today, Thursday, the UN envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, warned the Houthis of a 

catastrophe that could be caused by the explosion of the Safer oil tank in the Red Sea . 

" I think we started on this issue a very long time ago to find consensus on a working mechanism 

that would allow the task force to access the ship and assess its status, and every time the Houthis 

make new demands," the UN envoy said during an online meeting with activists and media. 

According to what was reported by local media, Griffiths reminded the Houthis of the Beirut 

port explosion and the disaster it caused, saying, "I wish they would learn from the disaster left 

by the Beirut port explosion". 
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A Dutch organization warns of the possibility of an explosion of the Safer oil tanker in the 

Red Sea 

Greenpeace called for swift action from the United Nations (UN) to resolve the long outstanding 

environmental and humanitarian threat posed by the FSO Safer, ahead of today’s UN Security 

Council meeting  

Jennifer Morgan, Executive Director of Greenpeace International said: “The UN must act now 

to avoid what could be the region’s biggest oil disaster this century. The solutions are available, 

the expertise and technologies to help are known. It’s time to step up and prevent further 

catastrophe for the people of Yemen, with potential impacts on millions of others in surrounding 

areas.” 

The Ministry of Health announces the increase in infections with the Corona virus in 

Yemen to 6,767 cases, after 8 new infections were recorded . 

Lowcock: It may take weeks to reach the tanker "Safer " 

Mark Lowcock, the United Nations Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, said that 

the arrival of the United Nations team to the oil tanker "Safer" off the coast of Hodeidah, western 

Yemen, may take weeks if all guarantees are provided by the Houthis. 

The Yemeni government calls on the Security Council to assume its responsibilities and 

pressure the Houthi militia to stop manipulating the file of the Safer oil tank. 

The Houthis announce the arrival of two oil ships to the port of Hodeidah 

On Thursday evening, the Houthis announced the arrival of two oil ships at the port of Hodeidah, 

in the west of the country. 

  Yahya Abbas Sharaf al-Din, deputy head of the Yemeni Red Sea Ports Corporation, under the 

authority of the Houthis, said that the oil tanker "Princess Khadija" was loaded with 28,378 tons 

of diesel, arrived at the public berth of Hodeidah port   .Sharaf El-Din stated - in a tweet that "the 

arrival of the tanker (Tango), which carries 24,000 tons of diesel, has reached the draft of the 

port". 

  On Tuesday, the Yemeni government announced that oil ships would be allowed to enter the 

port of Hodeidah, to alleviate the humanitarian situation. 

WHO: Vaccination of medical personnel against Corona in Houthi areas next week 

A World Health Organization official said that the organization will start vaccinations against 

Covid-19 disease next week in areas under Houthi control. 

  Reuters quoted Adham Abdel Moneim, the representative of the World Health Organization in 

Yemen, as saying that ten thousand doses of vaccine arrived at Sanaa airport on Monday and 

were placed in cold stores. 

He added that only members of the medical staff will receive the vaccination at this stage, which 

will start next week in Sana'a . 

An official in the Yemeni Teachers Syndicate revealed that the Houthi militia runs 8000 schools 

in its areas of control, and that about 12 government schools have recently been replaced by 

sectarian names . 

Griffiths: Al-Houthi rejected the ceasefire plan and the human suffering is getting worse 
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The UN envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, said that his plan for a ceasefire, opening Sanaa 

airport and the ports of Hodeidah, and then entering into a political process, was rejected by 

Abdul-Malik al-Houthi, who stipulated the lifting of the siege first, noting at the same time that 

the humanitarian situation is not improving . 

 This came in a discussion session organized by the Hadramout Youth Awareness 

Platform(Wa’e), which lasted for more than an hour and a half.  

An economic report refutes Houthi allegations and reveals the quantities of fuel that have 

arrive Hodeidah 

The Supreme Economic Council of the Yemeni government revealed that the amount of fuel 

that reached the areas still under the control of the Houthi militia from April 1 to May 31, 

amounted to about 1.54 thousand metric tons, indicating that it meets the average civilian and 

humanitarian need in all regions of Yemen for about 3 months . 

Al-Saadi calls on the Security Council to assume its responsibilities and pressure to stop 

the Houthis' manipulation of the Safer Tanker issue 

Yemen's permanent representative to the United Nations, Ambassador Abdullah Al-Saadi, 

called on the UN Security Council to assume its responsibilities and take strict and deterrent 

measures to seriously pressure the Houthi militia to stop manipulating the Safer oil tank file, 

stop using it as a bargaining chip and political blackmail, and stop this immoral behavior before 

disaster strikes . 

In a speech by the Republic of Yemen before the UN Security Council in the briefing session 

on the situation of the Safer reservoir, which was held today in New York, he stressed that it is 

no longer possible to remain silent about that or to appease the Houthi militias because time is 

racing against us and what is available and possible today will not be possible tomorrow.. 

pointing out that this The session is taking place today, nearly a year after the Security Council 

session was held to discuss the status of the Safer tank on July 15, 2020, during which nothing 

was achieved. On the contrary, the tanker’s situation has deteriorated further, and the 

humanitarian, environmental and economic risks that will result from the tanker explosion 

disaster or the oil spill have become more since then. 

They called for facilitating the access of experts, the Security Council holds the Houthis 

responsible for the growing danger of the Safer tank 

Friday 4, 2021 

Al-Jazeera correspondent: The foreign ministers of Oman and the United States discuss in a 

phone call the need to intensify efforts to stop the war in Yemen.  

Al-Jazeera correspondent: The foreign ministers of Oman and the United States stress the 

importance of humanitarian aid for the Yemeni people. 

Washington holds the Houthis responsible for rejecting the ceasefire 

The US envoy to Yemen, Timony Lenderking, said today, Friday, that the Houthis continues its 

intransigence and rejection of a ceasefire and other moves to end the conflict in Yemen . 
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For its part, the US State Department held the Houthis largely responsible for its practices and 

failure to seek a ceasefire and take steps towards settling the conflict. 

 A statement issued today, Friday, by the US State Department's spokesperson's office, said that 

the Houthis "continue their devastating attack on Marib, which the international community 

condemns and leaves the Houthis increasingly isolated". 

 The aforementioned statement came against the background of clarifying the results of the latest 

tour by US envoy, "Tim Lenderking", to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Sultanate of Oman, 

the United Arab Emirates and Jordan, which ended yesterday, Thursday, June 3rd . 

Bin Mubarak begins an official visit to Muscat to discuss ceasefire efforts 

The Yemeni news agency, Saba, reported that the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates 

Affairs, Ahmed bin Mubarak, will start a three-day official visit to the Sultanate of Oman to 

discuss ceasefire efforts in Yemen . 

SAM: Houthi practices against children amount to war crimes 

SAM Organization for Rights and Freedoms reported that Yemeni children are still suffering 

from the effects of the conflict that has been going on in the country for years. 

 The organization said in a statement that the violations of the parties to the conflict, especially 

the Houthis, had the greatest impact on threatening the rights of Yemeni civilians, especially 

children, without any real international action to provide these special groups with the full 

protection required by international laws and charters . 

The organization’s report, coinciding with the International Day of Innocent Children Victims 

of Aggression, stated that what it monitored of multiple violations against children amount to 

war crimes and crimes against humanity, especially the deliberate killing practices, the 

recruitment of children, forcing them to participate in the conflict, and the deprivation of 

children from going to school and receive adequate medical services . 

Al Jaber discusses with the Yemeni government delegation the implementation of the 

Riyadh Agreement 

The Saudi Ambassador to Yemen, Muhammad Al Jaber, discussed with Yemeni Foreign 

Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak the completion of the implementation of the Riyadh Agreement 

between the Yemeni government and the Southern Transitional Council. 

Last week, the Saudi authorities had invited the Yemen government and STC to come to Riyadh 

to complete the implementation of the Riyadh Agreement, which has been stalled for more than 

a year and a half . 

Saturday 5, 2021 

Foreign Minister arrives in Muscat to discuss ceasefire efforts in Yemen 

Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak arrived, on Saturday, in the Omani capital, 

Muscat, for a three-day official visit. It is expected that bin Mubarak will meet his Omani 

counterpart Badr al-Busaidi and a number of Omani officials to coordinate joint efforts on 

regional issues and ways to advance the political process in Yemen. In light of the position of 
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the Houthi militia rejecting the ceasefire initiatives in the country, according to Saba News 

agency . 

Yesterday, the Omani Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that its Minister, Badr al-Busaidi, 

and his American counterpart, Anthony Blinken, stressed in phone conversations the importance 

of intensifying efforts to "reach a halt to the war and military operations in Yemen to allow for 

peaceful solutions between the parties to the conflict through negotiations and direct dialogue ". 

Houthi media: An Omani delegation arrives in Sana'a to meet the Houthi government and 

discuss peace efforts in Yemen . 

Accompanied by a Houthi spokesperson, a high-level Omani delegation arrives in Sana'a 

Houthi media reported that a high-ranking Omani official delegation arrived on Saturday in 

Sanaa to meet with the Houthi’s leaders. Al Masirah TV channel reported that the head of its 

negotiating delegation, Muhammad Abdul Salam, arrived at Sana'a airport, accompanied by the 

delegation of the Royal Office . 

The delegation is scheduled to hold talks with Houthi leaders to discuss ceasefire efforts in the 

country that has been mired in a seven-year war. This is the first time that an Omani delegation 

has arrived in Sanaa since the start of the war nearly seven years ago in Yemen. 

 The visit comes in conjunction with the arrival of Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin 

Mubarak to Muscat on a three-day visit. 

 On Friday, the Omani Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced that its Minister, Badr al-Busaidi, 

and his American counterpart, Anthony Blinken, stressed in phone conversations the importance 

of intensifying efforts to "reach a cessation of war and military operations in Yemen to allow 

for peaceful solutions between the parties to the conflict through negotiations and direct 

dialogue". 

Foreign Minister: The STC’s escalation has affected the government’s performance and 

presence in Aden 

Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak said, on Saturday, that the escalation of the so-

called STC backed by the UAE has affected the government's performance and its presence in 

the interim capital, Aden . 

The foreign minister's statements come hours after talks held by the government delegation 

headed by bin Mubarak with the Saudi delegation headed by the Kingdom's ambassador to 

Yemen, Muhammad Al Jaber, regarding the completion of the implementation of the Riyadh 

Agreement, and the two sides described the talks as positive. 

President Hadi received Kuwaiti Foreign Minister 

President of the Republic Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi received Saturday Kuwaiti Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, the State Minister for Kuwaiti Cabinet Affairs Sheikh Ahmad Nasser Al-

Sabbah and the accompanying delegation. 

The Kuwaiti minister handed over a letter to President Hadi from Emir of Kuwait Sheikh 

Nawwaf al-Sabbah on relations between the two countries and renewing support to Yemen in 

different situations. 
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The meeting discussed latest regional and international developments and efforts regarding 

situations in Yemen, as well as peace opportunities for realizing stability in Yemen and the 

region in general. 

The Ministry of Health launches its electronic program to serve restaurants against 

Corona 

The Yemeni Ministry of Health announced, on Saturday, the launch of the electronic program 

directed in its first phase to serve restaurants against the emerging corona virus (Covid-19). 

During the inauguration, the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Health for the Health Care Sector, 

Director of the (Covid-19) Project, Dr. Ali Al-Walidy, said that "in its first phase, the program 

will cover the vaccinated, and it will be developed later to include all dysfunctional 

immunization activities," according to SabaNews agency. 

He pointed out that the program is linked to the website of the Ministry of Health and the 

operating rooms of health offices in the governorates in order to facilitate dealings with citizens, 

pointing out that the ministry will issue a circular to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to approve 

the program's certificates. 

In the same context, Dr. Al-Walidy said that 167,000 people have received vaccine doses against 

the Corona virus. 

The death toll from the Marib massacre has risen to 17, and the government calls for 

international action to stop Houthi crimes  

At least 12 people were killed on Saturday in an explosion near a petrol station in the Yemeni 

city of Marib which members of the Saudi-backed government blamed on a missile strike by 

Houthi forces. 

A medical source told Reuters dozens of people, many of them badly burned, had been taken to 

Marib General Hospital and 12 of them had died of their injuries, including five children. 

"The rest are receiving treatment and we expect the number of victims to rise," the source added. 

Confirming the explosion, the Marib Governorate blamed the incident on a missile fired by the 

Houthi militia fighting a Saudi-led coalition in Yemen's civil war. It said on Facebook that 14 

people had been killed. 

The health and information ministers in the internationally recognised Yemeni government also 

blamed Houthis for the attack. 

"More than 17 killed and injured, including this child burned by Houthi Rocket (attack) on Marib 

city today," Health Minister Qasem Buhaibeh wrote on Twitter alongside a picture of a burned 

figure. (Reuters).  

Yemen officials say Houthi rebel missile hits city, kills 17   

A ballistic missile fired by Yemen’s Houthi rebels on Saturday killed at least 17 people in a 

government-held city, including a 5-year-old girl, officials said, as a U.S. envoy to the country 

accused the rebels of failing to try to reach peace in the war-wrecked nation. 

The missile hit a gas station in the Rawdha neighborhood in the central city of Marib, according 

to Ali al-Ghulisi, the provincial governor’s press secretary. 
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Information Minister Moammar al-Iryani said the attack killed at least 17 people and wounded 

at least five others. All casualties were civilians, he added. 

He called on the U.N. and the U.S. to condemn the attack, saying it amounted to a war crime. 

(AP News) 

Sunday 6, 2021 

A Houthi court holds its first session to try the model, Intisar Al Hammadi, in Sanaa 

The Houthi-controlled West Amana Court is holding its first session to try the Yemeni model, 

Entisar Al Hammadi, who has been kidnapped in the Houthis’ prisons since last February . 

Earlier, Judge Qatran confirmed that "the Houthi security services offered Al Hammadi to work 

in prostitution, in addition to working as an informant, but she refused ". 

 Entisar Al Hammadi was kidnapped in late February while passing through a security point 

south of the capital, Sana'a. 

The British ambassador condemns the attack on a gas station in Marib and calls on the 

Houthis to stop the escalation 

In a tweet on his official Twitter account, British Ambassador to Yemen Michael Aron described 

the incident as shocking, saying: “ Shocking reports of explosions at a petrol station in Marib 

leaving dozens of civilians killed & injured." 

“The Houthis must stop their Marib offensive and engage seriously with the UN,” he added. 

In his tweet, the UK envoy said that the agreement on a nationwide ceasefire would prevent 

such tragic losses and allow humanitarian action. 

Masam Project: We cleared 1,168 mines and ammunition during the first week of June 

The Masam Project for Demining in Yemen announced that its engineering teams removed 

1,168 mines, unexploded ordnance, and an explosive device during the first week of June.  

  According to a statement published by his media office, 892 unexploded ordnance and 284 

anti-tank mines were removed. 

Yemeni Foreign Minister hands over Sultan of Oman a message from President Hadi 

The Sultan of Oman, Haitham bin Tariq, received a written message from the President of the 

Republic, Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi . 

  The delivery of the message came after a meeting between Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed 

Awad bin Mubarak and Omani Foreign Minister Badr bin Hamad Al-Busaidi, in the Omani 

capital, Muscat . 

America and Britain condemn the attack on Marib and call on the Houthis to stop the 

escalation 

The United States and the United Kingdom condemned the crimes of the Houthis in the Marib 

Governorate, which is home to nearly two million displaced people  .The US Embassy in Yemen 

described the Houthi missile and drone attacks in Marib as “inhumane violence.”  

Cathy Westley, the embassy’s charge d’affaires, said in a statement: “We are horrified by reports 

that the Houthis used a ballistic missile to destroy a gas station in Marib, killing and wounding 
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civilians. The Houthis reportedly then used a drone to attack an ambulance crew coming to aid 

the injured. This inhumane violence must end.” 

In turn, the British ambassador to Yemen, Michael Aaron, said, "The Houthis must stop their 

attack on Marib and engage seriously with the United Nations". 

 Aaron added - in a tweet on his Twitter account - "Terrific news of explosions at a petrol station 

in Marib, which left dozens of civilians dead and wounded". 

The United Nations calls for the protection of civilians in Hodeidah, the day after the 

killing and wounding of 4 workers by Houthi shelling 

The United Nations Mission to Support the Hodeidah Agreement (UNMHA) called on the 

parties to the conflict to protect civilians a day after the killing and wounding of 4 civilian 

workers by Houthi artillery fire . 

 The mission said in a statement: "Once again, the reported civilian casualties at the Thabet 

Brothers Industrial Complex in Al Hudaydah highlight the catastrophic impact of the conflict 

on civilians". 

 She added: "In this case, a worker died and three others were injured in the aftermath of the 

bombing of the compound yesterday ". 

And she continued, "The United Nations Mission to Support the Hodeidah Agreement sends its 

condolences to the family of the deceased and wishes the injured a full recovery ". 

Live ammunition, Houthi militia in Dali prevent residents from going long to get the 

Covid-19 vaccine  

Two people, who came from Damt to get the vaccine dose for the Coronavirus in the Muris 

health center in Al-Dhalea governorate, were shot by Houthi militiamen . 

Monday 7, 2021 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs discusses with the Minister of the Royal Office of Oman 

the efforts and challenges of peace in Yemen 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates Affairs, Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak, discussed 

today, in the Omani capital, Muscat, with the Minister of the Royal Office, Lieutenant-General 

Sultan bin Muhammad Al-Noamani, regional and international peace efforts in light of the UN 

initiative to end the war in Yemen . 

The Yemeni Prime Minister: We asked the concerned authorities to verify what was stated 

in the parliament's message about the establishment of a military base in Mayon 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs reviews with the Arab ambassadors in the Sultanate of 

Oman the developments of the situation in Yemen 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs and Expatriates Affairs, Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak, reviewed 

with the Arab ambassadors accredited to the Sultanate of Oman the developments of the political 

situation in Yemen, and the regional and international efforts to bring peace to stop the war and 

advance the political process . 

The Houthi Spokesman: Abdul-Malik Al-Houthi discusses in Sana'a the humanitarian situation 

with the delegation of the Omani Royal Office.  
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The representative of Hamas in Sanaa, Moaz Abu Shamala, met with a leader of the 

Houthis yesterday presenting him with a gift of appreciation for his stances towards the 

movement . 

Abu Shamala met Muhammad Ali al-Houthi in the Yemeni capital, conveying greetings and 

thanks from the Hamas leadership to the Houthis . 

Aden, STC forces seized a second building for the Yemeni news agency, Saba.  

Khalid bin Salman discusses with the British Foreign Secretary peace efforts in Yemen 

On Monday, Saudi Deputy Defense Minister Prince Khalid bin Salman bin Abdulaziz discussed 

with British Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab efforts to bring peace to Yemen. 

Kuwait condemns Houthis' missile attacks on Yemen's Marib 

The Foreign Ministry on Monday expressed Kuwait's strong condemnation and denunciation of 

the missile assaults launched by Houthi militias on the Yemeni city of Marib and a petrol station 

that led to the killing of several innocents. In a statement, the ministry said that such attacks are 

in continuation of the crimes committed by the Houthi militias against the brotherly Yemeni 

people, and the region's neighbors and stability. 

The Houthis accuse Saudi Arabia of obstructing the exchange of 400 prisoners 

The Houthis accused Saudi Arabia of halting prisoner exchanges with the internationally 

recognized Yemeni government forces . 

 The head of the Houthi Prisoners' Affairs Committee, Abdul Qader Al-Mortada, said - in a 

tweet he posted on his Twitter account - that there are new Saudi directives to the Yemeni 

government to stop all locally agreed exchanges . 

Associated Press: Sudanese forces are present in the border areas between Yemen and 

Saudi Arabia  

The Associated Press reported that Sudanese forces are inside Yemen and have been fighting 

alongside the Saudi-led coalition in Yemen since 2015. 

The agency revealed that it had obtained exclusive footage filmed in late May showing Sudanese 

forces, known as the Al-Hazm Brigade, in the Midi region on the Red Sea coast in the 

northwestern Hajjah governorate, close to the Yemeni-Saudi border. 

The exchange rate of the Yemeni riyal is falling to the lowest level in the history of the 

national currency and the difference is widening between Sanaa and Aden 

According to banking sources, the selling price of one dollar reached, this afternoon, 940 riyals, 

the lowest level for the local currency. The price of the Saudi riyal in the areas under the control 

of the government reached 247 Yemeni riyals . 

This comes at a time when the currency price remained stable in the areas under the control of 

the Houthis, where the exchange rate of one dollar is approximately 600 riyals only, while the 

exchange rate of the Saudi riyal is 157 riyals. 

Head of Senate Foreign Relations: The international community must condemn the 

horrific Houthi attack on civilians in Marib 

On Monday, US Senator and Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Bob 

Menendez called on the international community to condemn the "horrific Houthi attack" on 
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civilians in Ma'rib Governorate, noting that the latest attack "is not justified by any legitimate 

military purpose." 

The Democratic senator said in a tweet posted on his Twitter page, " The international 

community must universally condemn the Houthis' atrocious attack on civilians in Marib, which 

has no legitimate military purpose. This is not the behavior of a party interested in either peace 

or responsible governance." 

World Bank approves $50 million grant to Yemen to continue improving urban services 

On Monday, the World Bank's Board of Executive Directors approved a $50 million grant from 

the International Development Association, the Bank's fund for the poorest countries, to support 

the Yemen Integrated Urban Services Emergency Project. 

The World Bank said in a statement that this additional financing is directed at re-facilitating 

access to essential urban services and strengthening the resilience of specific cities in Yemen to 

external shocks. 

The Omani delegation discusses with the Houthi leader ways to revive the peace process 

in Yemen 

According to the Houthis' Saba news agency, the group's leader met the Omani delegation on 

Monday evening, accompanied by the group's spokesman, Muhammad Abdul Salam. 

  According to what was reported by the agency, the two sides discussed ways to revive peace 

in Yemen, without giving more details . 

Tuesday 8, 2021 

Al Jazeera Net: 

Hassan Nasrallah: We are facing a major failure of the US-Saudi aggression against #Yemen, 

and they are looking for a way out and gains 

Hassan Nasrallah: The American side adopts the Saudi initiative and stops the war in Yemen, 

but agrees to the continuation of the siege 

Al Jazeera Net: 

The Pentagon: There are no changes regarding stopping US military support for the Saudi-led 

coalition in #Yemen 

Al Jazeera Net: 

White House: Few US forces are in Yemen to fight al-Qaeda and ISIS 

Griffiths arrives in Tehran on his second visit in months and meets "Javad Zarif" 

On Tuesday, the UN envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, arrived in the Iranian capital, Tehran, 

on his second visit in months, as part of his diplomatic efforts to support the UN plan to end the 

conflict. 

Griffiths met with Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif, "to discuss the various 

dimensions of the Yemeni crisis and ways to achieve them," according to a statement by the 

Iranian Foreign Ministry. 
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This is the second visit of the envoy to Tehran, which he had previously visited in early February 

for the first time since he assumed the mission, after the Houthis refused to receive him since 

April 2020. 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs meets the Secretary-General of the Gulf Cooperation Council 

in #Muscat to discuss the situation in #Yemen. 

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Corona virus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,823 after 11 new infections were recorded. 

UN fund announces $50 million in emergency humanitarian aid to Yemen 

The United Nations Yemen humanitarian Fund announced on Tuesday $50 million in 

emergency humanitarian aid to support people with special needs, internally displaced people 

and minorities. 

  In a brief statement posted on Twitter, the fund said that thanks to generous donors' 

contributions, the Yemen Humanitarian Fund has allocated $50 million to the emergency 

response in Yemen. 

British Embassy: The situation of the Safer tanker is dangerous and its leakage into the 

sea will exceed the Exxon Valdez oil spill 

The British Embassy in Yemen warned against placing the Safer oil tank in the Red Sea. The 

embassy said in a tweet, that : “SAFER oil tanker issue must be resolved. Neglect means it may 

leak oil into the #RedSea 4x the Exxon Valdez spill, exacerbating the dire humanitarian situation 

in Yemen and causing unprecedented damage to the regional marine wildlife and vulnerable 

coral reefs #WorldOceansDay”.  

STC forces arrested activists during suppression of protests condemning the deterioration 

of services in Aden 

The forces of the Southern Transitional Council arrested two young men on Tuesday evening 

during the dispersal of protests carried out by people in the district of Al-Tawahi, condemning 

the arrest of activists Fouad Al-Diqan and demanding his release. 

UN: Restrictions on aid impede access to millions of Yemenis 

The United Nations said that restrictions on humanitarian aid in Yemen continue to impede its 

access to millions of people in need. 

  The Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) called on the Yemeni parties 

to allow humanitarian aid to reach those in need without any obstacles. 

  "Access challenges, including bureaucratic restrictions, continue to impede the provision of 

urgent humanitarian assistance to millions of people in need," they said in a tweet on the official 

Twitter account. 

A government official denies Houthi allegations about Saudi directives to stop the prisoner 

exchange 

On Tuesday, a Yemeni government official denied the allegations of the Houthis, which said 

that the Arab coalition had halted the exchange of prisoners and abductees. 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/SAFER?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/RedSea?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/WorldOceansDay?src=hashtag_click
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Head of the Prisoners and Abductees Committee in the government, Hadi Haig, said in a 

statement to "Yemen Shabab Net" that "the news and allegations that speak of a directive from 

the coalition to the legitimate government to stop the prisoner exchange operations are not true." 

Aden, the mothers of the abductees demand the disclosure of the fate of the disappeared in the 

prisons of the Transitional Council 

The Association of the Mothers of Abductees and the Forcibly Disappeared in Aden renewed, 

on Tuesday, its demand to reveal the fate of the forcibly disappeared in the prisons of the UAE-

backed Transitional Council militias in the temporary capital of southern Yemen. 

 This came in a statement in conjunction with the talk about Saudi-led commissions between the 

government and the STC regarding the completion of the implementation of the Riyadh 

Agreement, especially the security and military part of it.  

The US envoy discusses with a French Ambassador to the United States the "brutal 

attacks" of the Houthis in Marib 

The UN envoy to Yemen, Linder King, discussed with a French ambassador to the US, the 

ceasefire efforts in Yemen, and the repercussions of the Houthis brutal attacks on civilians in 

Marib. 

Sources reveal the Omani delegation's failure to reach a settlement with the Houthi 

leadership in Sana'a 

Informed sources revealed the failure of international efforts to end the conflict in Yemen to 

achieve any fundamental breakthrough, four days after the arrival of a high-level Omani 

delegation to Sanaa. 

 Al-Araby Al-Jadeed quoted the sources as saying that the failure of the efforts was due to the 

slow Houthi response to the proposed peace initiatives, as well as Iranian signals calling for not 

making any concessions. 

 The sources ruled out any fundamental breakthrough in the crisis wall, especially in light of the 

great blockage and the failure to make real concessions, as the internationally recognized 

Yemeni government requires that the ceasefire be the prelude to resolving the humanitarian file, 

while the Houthi group adheres to solving the humanitarian file in the first place. 

Saudi Arabia begins a joint exercise with US ground forces 

The official Saudi News Agency, SPA, announced, on Tuesday, the official launch of the 

"Falcon Paws 4" joint exercise with the US ground forces. 

It stated that the exercise was launched in the northwestern region of the Kingdom, and "aims 

to strengthen military relations", without indicating the number of participants or its duration. 

Wesdneday 9, 2021 

Bin Mubarak concludes his visit to Muscat and heads to Brussels on an official visit 

On Wsdnesday, the FM, Ahmed bin Mubarak, announced the conclusion of his official visit to 

the Oman which he started last Saturday, during which he met a number of Omani officials and 

Gulf and Arab diplomats. 
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The Yemeni Foreign Ministry's account on Twitter stated that bin Mubarak left Muscat for 

Brussels on an official visit, during which he will hold political talks with the Belgian Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs and the European Union.  

The Houthi Political Council sets a list of conditions for entering into negotiations with the 

legitimacy 

Today, Wednesday, the Supreme Political Council of the Houthis announced a list of conditions 

for entering into peace negotiations with the legitimate government. 

 The council said in a statement published by Al Masirah TV, the Houthis mouthpiece, that the 

council announced during its meeting that it welcomed "all sincere efforts to alleviate the 

suffering of the Yemeni people by lifting the siege and opening airports and ports without 

restrictions." 

 The council's statement added that "the opening of Sana'a airport and the port of Hodeidah are 

a simple humanitarian entitlement that is not considered an favor from anyone." 

 According to the statement, the council has laid down "three basic principles that cannot be 

deviated from in any upcoming discussions, namely lifting the siege, stopping aggression by air, 

land and sea, ending the occupation, leaving foreign forces, and non-interference in Yemen's 

internal affairs." 

 This announcement coincided with the visit of an Omani delegation to Sana’a, to meet with 

leaders of the Houthis, to discuss developments in the country. 

SPA: The Saudi Foreign Minister receives the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Sultanate of 

Oman to discuss bilateral relations 

Omani Foreign Minister arrives in Riyadh to discuss efforts to end the war in Yemen 

Omani Foreign Minister Badr bin Hamad al-Busaidi arrived on Wednesday in the Saudi capital, 

Riyadh, to discuss ceasefire efforts in Yemen. The Saudi Press Agency "SPA" stated that the 

Kingdom's Foreign Minister, Faisal bin Farhan, received his Omani counterpart Al-Busaidi . 

 The agency did not give further details about the nature of the Omani minister's visit, only 

noting that the visit comes within the framework of strengthening the joint bilateral relations 

that bring together the two brotherly countries . 

 In the same context, the Oman News Agency reported that Al Busaidi handed Saudi King 

Salman bin Abdulaziz a written message from Sultan Haitham bin Tariq related to the strong 

brotherly relations that bind the two brotherly countries and peoples, and to support and 

strengthen areas of joint cooperation . 

 The Omani minister’s visit to Riyadh coincided with the visit of the Sultanate’s delegation to 

the capital, Sana’a, as part of an international diplomatic movement to end the conflict in the 

country that has been going on for more than six years, in light of the intransigence of the 

Houthis. 

Director of #Sana'a Airport: I met with the management and employees of Yemen Airways to 

discuss the readiness of facilities and aircraft maintenance 

Director of Sanaa Airport: I discussed with the director of the oil company the readiness of the 

aircraft catering department at the airport 
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Media sources reveal an agreement to open Sanaa airport to several destinations 

Today, Wednesday, media sources talked about an agreement to open Sanaa International 

Airport to several foreign parties. 

  And the Yemen Monitor website quoted navigational sources at Sanaa Airport as saying that 

the Yemeni parties agreed to reopen Sanaa International Airport to eight specific destinations. 

  The sources did not disclose, according to the website, the destinations for which Sanaa airport 

was opened, but said that the Houthi group is demanding more destinations for flights. 

A Yemeni official denies what the Houthis is promoting about opening Sanaa airport 

On Thursday, a Yemeni government official denied what the Houthis are promoting about 

preparing and arranging to open Sanaa International Airport to flights to some Arab countries. 

  The Undersecretary of the Ministry of Information, Dr. Muhammad Qaizan, said - in a tweet 

on Twitter - that "the Omani delegation in Sana'a tcame o present an integrated four-point 

initiative, agreed upon by Yemen government, Saudi Arabia, the US and UN envoys, is 

implemented simultaneously, which include the opening of Sana'a airport with certain controls, 

a ceasefire, facilitating the entry of ships to Hodeidah port and to go to political solution 

negotiation. 

On Yemeni Press Day, The Journalists Syndicate condemns the continued restrictions on 

journalists by the parties to the conflict 

 The syndicate said in a statement on the occasion of the Yemeni Press Day, that "Today, there 

are 11 journalists who were arrested, including ten journalists with the Houthi group, and a 

journalist with Al-Qaeda in Hadramout, including four journalists who were kidnapped on this 

day six years ago." Al-Houthis in Sana'a issued an unfair death sentence against them after being 

subjected to abuse, torture and abuse. 

A European official warns against prolonging the conflict in Yemen 

Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak said that the Houthis are obstructing peace 

despite the concessions made by the government. 

 During his meeting in the Belgian capital Brussels, Bin Mubarak stressed the chief foreign 

policy adviser to the President of the European Union Council Simon Mordo, that the Houthi 

militia is not serious about achieving any positive progress towards peace. 

For his part, the European official stressed that there is no military solution to the conflict in 

Yemen, warning that prolonging the conflict exacerbates the humanitarian catastrophe and 

increases the suffering of Yemenis. 

 He renewed the European Union's pledge to continue providing support to Yemen in supporting 

the political process and humanitarian response and support for development projects, stressing 

the position of the European Union in support of the legitimate government and the security, 

unity and stability of Yemen. 

The US Treasury Department: Sanctions on Yemeni and Syrian entities and individuals for 

business linked to Iran 

Houthi media: The Saudi-Emirati coalition launched 26 raids on areas in the governorates of 

#Saada, Marib and Hajjah 
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Saudi TV on the coalition: We did not carry out any operations in #Sana'a or any other Yemeni 

city during the last period 

A Yemeni local official: 3 explosions sounded in the center of Ma'rib, as a result of an attack by 

the Houthis with two ballistic missiles and a car bomb attack. 

The US State Department: The Houthi attack on Marib is a threat to the humanitarian situation 

and may lead to further escalation throughout the country. 

US State Department: It is time for the Houthis to accept a ceasefire and for all parties to resume 

political talks. 

The US State Department: The United States will continue to pressure the Houthis, including 

through sanctions, until a return to dialogue.  

Eight dead and more than 27 wounded as a result of Houthi shelling targeting a mosque 

and a women's prison in the city of Ma'rib 

Local and official sources said that the Houthis bombed with two ballistic missiles, followed by 

two planes loaded with explosives, a mosque in a residential neighborhood in the city center 

during the Maghrib prayer today, Thursday, in addition to a prison for women in the Marib 

Governorate Police Department. 

The US State Department: We will continue to pressure the Houthis to accept a ceasefire 

and engage in real talks 

On Thursday, US Secretary of State, Anthony Blinken, confirmed that his country will continue 

to pressure the Houthi militia for a ceasefire in Yemen and a solution to the seven-year conflict. 

“The United States will maintain pressure on Houthis to accept a ceasefire and engage in real 

talks to resolve the Yemen conflict. Today, we designated a network of front companies and 

intermediaries that support the Houthis in coordination with IRGC-QF”. 

Thursday 10, 2021 

The success of a prisoner exchange deal between the government and Al-Houthi 

On Thursday, the Yemeni government announced the release of eight prisoners in an exchange 

deal for the same number with the Houthis. 

Unidentified gunmen assassinate a former leader in the security belt north of Aden 

Masked gunmen assassinated a former leader of the Security Belt Forces of the STC near his 

home in the Mansoura district, north of the interim capital, Aden. 

A local source said that gunmen, whose identity has not yet been known, shot "Haidara Jubran 

Al-Jadani", a notable of Abyan governorate and a former leader of the Security Belt forces in 

the area east of Abyan governorate. 

Photos show extensive Saudi construction at Al-Ghaydah Airport in Al-Mahra 

Satellite images, circulated by activists on social media, showed Saudi Arabia building extensive 

military construction at Al-Ghaydah Airport in Al-Mahra, far east of Yemen. 

  The photos also showed the size of the large military developments for the Saudi forces at the 

airport, which was converted into a military barracks years ago by the Saudi forces present in 

the capital of Al-Mahra Governorate. 
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  Through the pictures, helicopters appear in the courtyard of the airport, and a camp under 

construction belonging to the Saudi forces present there. 

Houthi attack with drones and ballistic missiles targeting the city of Marib 

Today, Thursday, the armed Houthi movement launched an attack on the city of Ma'rib. Local 

sources said that the Houthis attacked with two ballistic missiles and a drone this evening 

residential neighborhoods in the center of the city of Ma'rib. 

It reported that three explosions were heard in the center of the city, which resulted in 3 deaths 

and 8 wounded, one of whom is in serious condition, explaining that ambulances rushed to the 

place to rescue the wounded. 

The European Commission for International Partnerships affirms the Union's 

commitment to work to alleviate the suffering of Yemenis 

The European Commission for International Partnerships, Jutta Urpilainen, affirmed today, 

Thursday, "the European Union's commitment to continue to work to alleviate human 

suffering," and pledged to consider the issue of increasing support for development projects and 

capacity-building, as well as examining possible ways and means to support the government 

and help it provide services and strengthen capabilities of various government institutions. 

 The statement came during a meeting with the Yemeni Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ahmed 

Awad bin Mubarak, in which he discussed with the official the humanitarian situation in Yemen 

and efforts to enhance cooperation and joint coordination between the Yemeni government, the 

Commission and the European Union. 

The High Representative of the European Union expresses the Union's concern about the 

situation in Yemen and calls for a cessation of hostilities 

The High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and 

Vice President of the European Commission, Josep Borrell, expressed the Union's deep concern 

about the situation in Yemen, calling on the parties to the conflict to stop the fighting. 

The US State Department stresses the need for an immediate and comprehensive cease-

fire in Yemen 

On Thursday, a US State Department spokesman confirmed his country's adherence to an 

immediate and comprehensive ceasefire in Yemen, stressing the need for the Houthis to engage 

seriously in negotiations to end the conflict. 

  The US State Department spokesman told Asharq Al-Awsat: "The United States remains 

committed to the principle that a comprehensive nationwide ceasefire must be immediately 

provided to provide urgent humanitarian relief to the Yemeni people." 

The government: The Houthis refuse to open Sanaa airport and the port of Hodeidah has 

not been closed 

The Yemeni government confirmed that the Houthis refuses to open Sanaa airport except on its 

own terms, and that it has made sufficient concessions that guarantee safe travel for all citizens, 

not to turn this airport into a special port to provide security and military services and to bring 

in experts. 
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With regard to Hodeidah Airport, the government confirmed, “It did not close the port of 

Hodeidah; rather, it suspended the agreed mechanism after the Houthi looting of all revenues, 

and demanded that these revenues be secured and that they reach civil servants at a fair price for 

citizens.” 

Yemen government announces its position on the Saudi initiative and the indivisibility of 

solutions after news of the intransigence of the Houthi militias 

  A statement by the Yemeni Ministry of Foreign Affairs affirmed Yemen's adherence to the 

Saudi initiative to cease fire in the country without fragmentation, in parallel with the news that 

the Houthis were intransigent towards the Omani mediation a week after the presence of a 

delegation from the royal court in Sanaa. 

The Yemeni Foreign Ministry calls for a firm international stance towards the crimes of the 

Houthis in Marib 

On Thursday, the Yemeni Foreign Ministry called on the international community, international 

organizations and the Security Council to assume their responsibilities and get out of the circle 

of silence to the circle of firmness and condemn the heinous terrorist crime committed by the 

Houthi militia in Marib. 

The Arab coalition announces the suspension of its military operations in Yemen 

On Thursday, June 10, the Arab coalition announced the suspension of military operations in 

Yemen; In order to make way for a political solution to the bloody conflict in the poverty-

stricken country, in conjunction with diplomatic efforts led by the United Nations, Washington 

and regional capitals to reach a ceasefire between the parties to the conflict. 

And the French news agency AFP quoted a statement by the coalition spokesman, Brigadier 

General Turki Al-Maliki, in which he said that the coalition decided "not to carry out any 

operation, with the aim of creating a political atmosphere for the peaceful path." 

Friday 11, 2021 

Deaths in an attack targeting the "security belt" forces in southern Yemen 

Six members of the UAE-backed Security Belt were killed on Friday, and others were wounded 

in an explosion in the city of Zinjibar, in the Abyan governorate, southern Yemen. 

The death toll from the Houthi bombing of the city of Marib has risen to 10, and 25 wounded. 

Navigational data show that an Emirati ship has unloaded military equipment on the 

island of Miyun. 

Navigational data showed that the Emirati cargo ship "Naima" is traveling between the Emirates 

and several Yemeni ports, which are Mukalla, Mocha and Mayon Island. 

 Satellite data indicated that the Emirati cargo ship arrived at the port of Mukalla on June 7, then 

moved towards Miyun Island, and arrived there yesterday evening, Thursday, where it unloaded 

military equipment on the island. 

A few days ago, an official source in the Arab coalition led by Saudi Arabia in Yemen denied 

the news of the presence of Emirati forces on the Yemeni islands of Socotra and Mayun, and 

explained that the equipment in Mayon belonged to the coalition leadership. 
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Al-Jazeera correspondent: The Omani delegation is leaving #Sana'a after a week of 

consultations with the #Houthis regarding the United Nations initiative. 

Houthi spokesman: We are returning to the Sultanate of Oman to complete the humanitarian, 

political and military discussions. 

The Omani delegation leaves Sanaa without progress in talks with the Houthis on a 

ceasefire 

On Friday, an Omani delegation left the Yemeni capital, Sanaa, after about a week of talks with 

the Houthis, without making progress on a ceasefire in Yemen. 

  Anadolu Agency reported, quoting a navigational source at Sanaa International Airport, that 

the Omani delegation left Sanaa for Muscat, and that the delegation did not make any statements 

to the journalists who were present at the airport. 

The State of Kuwait expresses its condemnation and denunciation of the missile attacks targeting 

civilians by the Houthi militia in the city of Marib.  

The European Union expresses its grave concern over the targeting of civilians in Marib 

On Friday, the European Union expressed its grave concern about the targeting of civilians and 

the escalation of the military escalation in the Marib Governorate, northeastern Yemen. 

  The statement was expressed by the European Commissioner for Crisis Management and 

European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid, Janez Lenarčič, in a meeting with Yemeni 

FM Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak in Brussels to discuss the grave violations committed by the 

Houthis.  

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Corona virus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,856, after 20 new infections were recorded. 

The Ministry of Health announces that the deaths from the Corona virus in Yemen have risen to 

1,342 after 4 new deaths were recorded. 

The Yemeni government asks for European support to stop the collapse of the currency 

Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak has requested support from the European 

Union to stop the local currency collapse. 

 Bin Mubarak called, during his meeting in Brussels with the European Commissioner for Crisis 

Management and European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid, Janez Lenarčič, the 

European Union to provide more support to help the government implement its economic 

program, according to the official "Saba" agency. 

 The minister also called on the European Union to support the Central Bank in its efforts to 

control and stabilize the currency, which will reflect positively on improving the economic 

situation and alleviating the suffering of citizens. 

International migration: Millions of displaced people in Yemen live in miserable 

conditions 

The United Nations' International Organization for Migration said millions of displaced 

Yemenis are living in appalling conditions. 
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  In a video clip posted on its in Yemen office Twitter account, the organisation added that the 

4 million displaced people in Yemen have fled the conflict since 2015 and are living in miserable 

conditions after leaving most of their possessions behind. 

The United Nations expresses its concern about the Houthis targeting civilians in Marib 

The Deputy Spokesman for the United Nations, Farhan Haq, said in a press statement that the 

missile and drone attack yesterday in the city of Marib, which resulted in dozens of civilian 

casualties, took place near the Marib city compounds where relief workers reside. 

Washington: The Houthis risk inflicting more pain on the Yemenis by their obstinacy over 

the maintenance of the Safer tanker 

The United States confirmed that the Safer floating oil tanker off the port of Ras Issa in the Red 

Sea is in a critical condition and the Houthis must allow the United Nations access and 

maintenance. 

  "We must act now to prevent an economic, humanitarian and environmental catastrophe in the 

Red Sea," the US embassy in Yemen said - in a video clip posted on its Twitter account. 

  "The United Nations should be allowed to examine and repair the abandoned Safer tanker off 

the Yemeni coast, to conduct an assessment and urgent repairs to the tanker without any 

conditions or delay," it added. 

Lenderking discusses with a US agency ensuring the free flow of fuel to Yemen 

On Friday, the UN envoy to Yemen, Lenderking, discussed with Samantha Power, chief of the 

US Agency for International Development (USAID), providing additional funding for 

humanitarian aid in Marib. 

  The State Department's Office of Near Eastern Affairs said on Twitter that Lenderking 

discussed with Power the need for more donors to provide additional humanitarian funding to 

address the growing crisis in Marib. 

Saturday 12, 2021 

Houthi media: Saudi-Emirati coalition warplanes launch 20 raids on areas in Ma’rib and Saada 

governorates in Yemen 

Al-Houthi government official: We have not surrendered to the siege during the past years, and 

we will not surrender for what is to come 

Al-Houthi raises gasoline prices in areas under its control due to fuel shortages 

The Houthis approved an increase in the selling prices of gasoline in the areas under its control 

by about 30%, starting from Saturday, justifying this, "it is due to the burdens caused by the 

coalition's detention of fuel ships." 

Corona in Yemen: four deaths and 20 new infections.  

It is confirmed that the total number of infection confirmed cases with the virus has risen to 

(6856), including (1342) deaths and (3,697) cases of recovery. 

Minister of Information: The casualties of the Houthi attacks amounted to 344 civilians in Marib. 

The Saudi ambassador: We seek to complete the implementation of the Riyadh Agreement and 

the return of the government to Aden 
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Commenting on the proposed peace initiatives, a Houthi leader: We will not stop fighting 

until every inch of Yemeni territory is liberated 

A leader in the Iran-backed Houthi militia said that his group will not stop firing until every inch 

of Yemeni territory is liberated, commenting on the peace initiative that the international 

community is seeking to make it successful. 

The Houthi leader, Muhammad al-Bakhiti, appointing as the governor of Dhamar, said, "We tell 

America and the world that we will not lose sight of it, and that the process of liberating Yemen 

will continue until every inch of Yemen's land is liberated." 

He added in an interview with Al-Jazeera on Thursday evening: "The process of liberating 

Yemen will not stop until the last inch of Yemeni territory is liberated," noting that "foreign 

forces in the country, whether American, British, Saudi, or Emirati, will be subject to death." . 

The death toll from the attack that targeted a truck carrying soldiers of the Southern Transitional 

Council's Third Brigade Support Forces in Zinjibar, the capital of Abyan Governorate, has risen 

to 8, while at least 8 others are receiving treatment in hospitals in the city of Aden. 

Sunday 13, 2021 

Masam announces the disarmament of 2,183 mines and unexploded ordnance 

On Sunday, the Masam Project for demining announced the removal of 2,183 mines, 

unexploded ordnance and an explosive device during the second week of this June, bringing the 

total to 3,369 since the beginning of the month. 

Masam Operations added in a statement published by Masam Media Office that the project’s 

field teams removed 1446 unexploded ordnance, 7 explosive devices, and 728 anti-tank mines 

last week. 

According to the project, 279,965 square meters of Yemeni lands were cleared, bringing the 

total that was cleared since the beginning of the month to 11 of it, 527,590 square metres. 

Five deaths and a new infection with Corona virus in Yemen 

And it confirmed that the total confirmed infection cases since March 2020 have risen to (6857) 

cases, including (1347) deaths and (3727) cases of recovery, and these statistics do not include 

the governorates under Houthi control. 

Griffiths from Kuwait: I discussed with Al-Sabah the need to resume the political process in 

Yemen. 

Kuwait stresses the importance of implementing the Saudi peace initiative in Yemen 

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh Ahmad Nasser Al-Mohammed Al-Sabah affirmed his 

country's support for the unity and stability of Yemen and the restoration of security and safety 

to its territory, and its support for all efforts aimed at reaching a solution that leads to a lasting 

peace to the crisis in the country that has been at war for seven years. 

According to the Kuwait News Agency, Al-Sabah stressed during his meeting with the UN 

envoy to Yemen Martin Griffiths, who arrived in Kuwait on Sunday - the importance of 

implementing the Saudi peace initiative in Yemen and the three agreed references, according to 

the Kuwait News Agency (KUNA). 
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 He also affirmed the State of Kuwait's support for the measures and efforts undertaken by the 

Special Envoy in this regard. 

The STC turns the headquarters of the Saba News Agency in Aden into a media 

organization affiliated with it 

Today, Sunday, the UAE-backed STC began transforming the headquarters of the Yemeni news 

agency, Saba, into the headquarters of one of the council's recently established media bodies.   

Saudi media: the destruction of a drone launched by the Houthi militia towards Khamis Mushait 

Saudi media: A booby-trapped drone fell on a school in the Asir region 

Five members of the STC forces were killed in an attack in Abyan province 

150 African migrants drowned off the coast of Ras Al-Ara in Lahj Governorate 

Monday 14, 2021 

United Nations: About 3,000 families have been displaced by the conflict in Marib since 

February.  

The European Union provides a new grant of 6 million euros for urgent relief in Yemen.  

The Houthis' war media shows, at three o'clock in the afternoon, new scenes from what it called 

the extensive Jizan operation - which was announced last month - and confessions of Saudi-

Sudanese soldiers . 

Houthi military spokesman: A drone attack was carried out on a military target at Abha 

International Airport.  

Washington calls on the Houthis to adhere to a permanent ceasefire 

On Monday, the United States called on the Iranian-backed Houthis to adhere to a permanent 

ceasefire. 

  The US State Department said on Twitter: "We strongly condemn the Houthi drone attack on 

a school in the Asir region of Saudi Arabia, which caused damage." 

It stressed that such attacks threaten civilians, including school children, adding: "We join other 

countries in condemning this attack and call on the Houthis to adhere to a permanent ceasefire." 

The government and the STC confirm the cessation of escalation and the completion of the 

implementation of the "Riyadh Agreement" 

Jordan warns of a ‘ticking bomb’ threatening the Red Sea countries 

The Director-General of the Jordan Maritime Authority, Engineer Muhammad Al-Salman, said 

on Monday that the Yemeni tanker "Safer", anchored in Bab al-Mandab for years, constitutes a 

"ticking bomb", due to the risk of oil spills from it. 

He explained that any oil spill would have repercussions on the marine environment and on the 

countries bordering the Red Sea, and would threaten the tourist and economic facilities there, 

pointing out that the area in which it docks is where the balance water is replaced for ships 

coming to the port of Aqaba. 

The arrival of the Saudi Foreign Minister to Muscat to discuss the situation in Yemen 

Today, Monday, Saudi Foreign Minister Prince Faisal bin Farhan arrived in the Omani capital, 

Muscat, to discuss the situation in Yemen. 
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  According to the Omani News Agency, bin Farhan arrived on a missionary visit in the context 

of discussing stopping the war in Yemen and discussing the proposals made by the Omani 

delegation to Sanaa, which met with Houthi leaders last week. 

International Migration: About 37,000 have been displaced in Yemen since the beginning of 

2021.  

Tuesday 15, 2021 

In his monthly briefing, Griffiths: The Yemeni parties have not reached an agreement, 

and what is possible today may not be possible in the future 

On Tuesday, the UN Special Envoy to Yemen, Martin Griffiths, informed the UN Security 

Council that the Yemeni government and the Houthi militia have not reached an agreement on 

ending the war in Yemen. 

 In a briefing to the Security Council today, Griffiths said, "The parties were unable to agree. 

While the Houthis insist on a separate agreement on ports and the airport as a precondition for 

ceasefire talks and the political process, the Yemeni government insists on implementing all 

measures as a single package, including start a cease-fire. 

Washington: Sanctions are one of the tools of pressure on the Houthis, and Saudi Arabia 

has the right to defend itself 

The regional spokesman for the US State Department, Samuel Warburg, stressed that the 

sanctions are one of the tools of pressure on the Houthis and their supporters in Iran. 

In an interview with Al Arabiya, Warburg confirmed that Saudi Arabia has the right to defend 

itself against Houthi attacks. He called on the Houthi militias to agree to a ceasefire and to 

facilitate the immediate provision of humanitarian assistance to the Yemeni people. 

Yemen's delegate to the United Nations: The Houthi militia does not understand the language 

of dialogue, and it bears full responsibility for thwarting peace efforts 

Kuwait calls for an end to the irresponsible Houthi behavior towards the peace process 

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister,Ahmed Nasser Al-Sabah, expressed his condemnation and 

denunciation of the missile attacks launched by the Houthi militias on civilians in Marib and 

Hays and targeting the territory of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

The statement came during his meeting with Yemeni Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin 

Mubarak, on Tuesday, in Doha on the sidelines of the extraordinary session of the Council of 

the League of Arab States at the ministerial level, on discussing the file of the Grand Ethiopian 

Renaissance Dam. 

India expresses concern over the resumption of Houthi attacks on merchant ships in the 

Red Sea 

India has expressed its concern over the resumption of attacks on merchant ships sailing in the 

Red Sea, amid accusations by the Houthis that they continue to threaten international navigation. 

On Wednesday, Rajutahali Ravindra, India's political coordinator at the United Nations, was 

quoted by the Asian News International as saying: We are witnessing the resumption of attacks 
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emanating from Yemen (Houthi attacks) on merchant ships sailing in the Red Sea and Gulf of 

Aden. 

"India is very concerned about this trend, which threatens not only the safe passage of merchant 

ships but also maritime security," he added. 

In a Security Council session on Yemen on Tuesday, Ravindra had said that the Houthis' 

continued attacks on the city of Ma'rib undermine peace in Yemen. 

United Nations: Houthi attacks pose a direct threat to more than a million displaced people 

in Marib 

The United Nations renewed the warning that Houthi attacks pose a direct threat to the lives of 

millions of Yemenis, including more than a million displaced people in Ma'rib Governorate, 

noting that last May was one of the bloodiest months. 

  This statement came in a briefing for Under-Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and 

Emergency Relief Coordinator, Mark Lowcock, before the UN Security Council on Tuesday. 

Al-Qaeda kidnaps 5 Yemeni officers in Shabwa 

According to a security source, Al-Qaeda kidnapped five criminal investigation officers in 

Shabwa governorate, eastern Yemen. 

The source said, "Al-Qaeda-affiliated gunmen kidnapped today (Tuesday) five criminal 

investigation officers in the Khora district, south of the provincial capital, Ataq." 

Washington: The Houthis continue their attack on Ma'rib and refuse the ceasefire 

The United States mission to the Security Council said that the Houthi militia refuses to engage 

in a meaningful way to end the conflict in Yemen and continues its devastating attack on Marib. 

 This statement came in a speech by Deputy U.S. Ambassador Jeffrey DeLaurentis, at the 

Security Council session on Yemen held at the UN headquarters in New York. 

"The Houthis refuse to engage meaningfully in a ceasefire or take steps to resolve this nearly 

seven-year conflict," he added. 

He stressed that the Houthis also refuse to even discuss a ceasefire with UN Special Envoy 

Martin Griffiths and continue their devastating attack on Marib. 

Wednesday 16, 2021 

The UN envoy to Yemen discusses with the Jordanian Foreign Minister efforts to resolve the 

Yemeni crisis and end the conflict through a political solution. 

Jordan stresses the implementation of the Stockholm Agreement and the Saudi initiative 

to resolve the Yemeni crisis 

Jordanian Foreign Minister Ayman Safadi stressed the need to implement the Stockholm 

Agreement, the Hodeidah Agreement and the initiative of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to reach 

a political solution in Yemen that restores its security and stability and ends the suffering of its 

people. 

  Safadi stressed, during his meeting with the UN Special Envoy to Yemen Martin Griffiths in 

Amman on Wednesday, the need to intensify international efforts to end the crisis, whose 
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humanitarian repercussions are exacerbated through a political solution in accordance with 

Security Council Resolution 2216 and the approved references. 

Yemen, The Fourth Session of the National Transitional Assembly 

The fourth session of the National Assembly of the Southern Transitional Council began today, 

under the slogan of completing the implementation of the Riyadh Agreement is our demand and 

restoring the state is our goal, in the presence of the leaders of the STC and all members of the 

Assembly. 

An alarming escalation,  the STC announces its plan to completely control the official 

media institutions, and "Aidarous al-Zubaidi" confirms moving forward towards 

restoring the "Southern State." 

Aidarous Al-Zubaidi, the head of the STC backed by the UAE, reaffirmed the path to self-

determination and the restoration of the former People's Democratic Republic of Yemen in the 

southern part of the country. 

According to the council’s website, Al-Zubaidi said, in a speech during the opening of the fourth 

session of the National Assembly of the Transitional Council in Aden said that “the council 

bears upon itself the national cause of the people of the south, expressing their will and 

aspirations, their right to self-determination, decent living on their land, and the restoration and 

building of their state over its entire territory, with its borders known before May 21, 1990. 

The Gulf states affirm their unwavering support for Yemen and the preservation of its 

unity and territorial integrity 

The Ministerial Council of the Gulf Cooperation Council affirmed the support for legitimacy 

and the efforts of the Yemeni government to end the Yemeni crisis in a manner that preserves 

Yemen's unity and integrity and respects its sovereignty and independence. 

In the statement issued at the conclusion of its 148th session, which was held at the headquarters 

of the General Secretariat in Riyadh, on Wednesday, the Council affirmed its support for 

facilitating the delivery of humanitarian aid to all parts of Yemen. According to the state agency 

Saba. 

In a new round of ceasefire in Yemen, Lenderking begins a visit to Riyadh 

The United States announced that its special envoy to Yemen, Timothy Lenderking, begins a 

new visit to Saudi Arabia on Wednesday. 

  In a brief statement, the US State Department said that Lenderking will meet with Saudi 

officials and representatives of the Yemeni government. 

  It indicated that the US envoy will hold a meeting with the UN Special Envoy for Yemen, 

Martin Griffiths, to discuss work on a ceasefire in Yemen. 

Washington: We are shocked by Al-Houthi, and we are serious about ending the war in 

Yemen 

On Wednesday, the United States expressed its “shock” at the attacks launched by the Houthis 

on civilians in the city of Marib (eastern Yemen) during the presence of the Omani delegation 

in Sanaa, and said that it “strongly condemns these attacks.” 
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This came in statements by the US special envoy to Yemen, Tim Lenderking, during his meeting 

today in Riyadh with Yemeni Prime Minister Maeen Abdulmalik. 

During the meeting, the US envoy reiterated his country's appreciation for the Yemeni 

government's cooperation and positive interaction with initiatives to bring peace to Yemen. 

Prime Minister: Any path to peace should start with a real ceasefire 

On Wednesday, Yemeni Prime Minister Maeen Abdulmalik confirmed that achieving peace 

begins with a real ceasefire under international supervision. 

 This statement came during his meeting with the US special envoy to Yemen, Tim Lenderking, 

who reviewed the results of the moves made to bring peace to Yemen, and the visions of the 

international community to put an end to the Houthi militia's continued refusal and intransigence 

towards all proposed initiatives and solutions, according to Saba news agency. 

The Saudi ambassador and the US envoy discuss ceasefire efforts in Yemen 

The Saudi ambassador to Yemen, Muhammad Al Jaber, discussed with the US envoy to Yemen, 

Lenderking efforts to cease fire in Yemen. 

  According to the Saudi Press Agency, SPA, the two sides discussed the humanitarian situation 

and the joint international and UN efforts and moves for a ceasefire, alleviating the suffering of 

the Yemeni people, and achieving peace, security and stability in Yemen. 

Civilians killed and wounded by two Houthi ballistic missiles targeting a residential 

neighborhood in Marib 

On Wednesday evening, the Houthi group targeted the city of Marib with two ballistic missiles, 

in two separate incidents that resulted in civilian casualties.   

Newspaper: Six billion dollars of Houthi profits from the difference in oil prices for the 

last fuel shipment 

A Saudi newspaper reported that the Houthis in Yemen are making about $6 billion in profits 

from the difference in oil prices, for the last shipment of fuel that entered through the port of 

Hodeidah. 

 The Saudi newspaper, Asharq Al-Awsat, quoted informed sources in the Sana'a Oil Company, 

that the Houthis obtained billions of riyals as a result of the increase in car fuel prices and the 

management of a large black market in its various areas of control. 

 It pointed out that the quantity that arrived last week at the port of Hodeidah was 27,800 tons. 

What was distributed for sale through the stations was only 200,000 liters, after the Houthi-

controlled oil company announced the new price for a 20-liter container, which is 8,500 riyals.  

Imposing a financial siege on them, the Houthis continue to clamp down on the Baha'is 

The Houthis continue to harass the the Baha'is, a minor sect, in the capital, Sana'a, and the areas 

under its control. 

 A special source told "Yemen ShababNet", "The Baha'is are subjected to unprecedented 

persecution, abuse and abuse." 

The source added, "The Houthis seized their bank accounts, prevented them from receiving 

internal and external remittances, circulated their names to exchange companies, and forced 

them to live in very tragic conditions." 
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In early March, Abd al-Malik al-Houthi, the leader of the Houthis, incited in  a TV speech to 

the Baha'i minority in Yemen, and said that America and Israel had created the Baha'i minority 

and others in Yemen to fight Islam, which the Baha'i group considered an inciting speech calling 

for hatred and hostility to the Baha'is. 

Following the instigation of the leader of the Houthis, the Specialized Criminal Prosecution 

published the names of 19 Baha’is, as being wanted for trial. 

The World Bank supports Yemen with $20 million 

Two days ago, the World Bank agreed to provide a set of grants worth $20 million to support a 

coronavirus (Covid-19 vaccination campaign in Yemen. 

These grants include $9 million from IDA, $7.76 million from the UK Department of Foreign, 

Commonwealth Affairs and Development, and $3.25 million from the Health Emergency 

Preparedness and Response Fund. 

According to a statement issued by the Bank, this grant represents the first additional funding 

for the project to address the Corona pandemic in Yemen, which brings the total contributions 

of the World Bank to the efforts of the Yemeni government to combat the virus and the national 

vaccination campaign to 47 million dollars. 

A Houthi court sentences to death Zaafaran Zayed, head of the Yemeni Women Empowerment 

Foundation for Combating Violence and Torture. 

Thursday 17, 2021 

Arab Coalition Statement: Air defenses intercept and destroy a booby-trapped drone launched 

by the Houthis towards Khamis Mushait 

Houthi military spokesman: Two drones attacked military sites at Abha International Airport. 

Houthi media: 22 coalition raids on sites in Serwah and Madghal districts in Ma'rib Governorate.  

The UAE-backed STC in Yemen announces the suspension of its delegation's participation in 

the consultations to implement the #Riyadh Agreement. 

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Corona virus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,869, after two new cases were recorded. 

Sana'a, Houthi forces storm two mosques, al-Sunnah and al- FatH, and kidnap those in charge 

of them.  

The Yemeni presidency calls on the international community to take a “firm and decisive 

stance” against Houthi intransigence 

This statement came during a meeting with Vice President Ali Mohsen Saleh, in the Saudi 

capital, Riyadh, with the Special Envoy of the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Martin 

Griffiths, to review international peace efforts, according to the Yemeni news agency "Saba". 

The government calls on Griffiths for a “new approach” to force Al-Houthi to accept peace 

This statement came during a meeting between Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak in 

the Saudi capital, Riyadh, with UN envoy Martin Griffiths. 

Doctors Without Borders closes the Corona treatment center in Al-Jumhuriya Hospital in 

Aden after the epidemic subsided 
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 In a statement, the organization attributed the closure decision, "due to the sharp decline in 

cases of infection, and the difficulties of renewing the memorandum of understanding with the 

administration of Al-Jumhorya Hospital." 

The death of a young man under torture in the STC prisons in Aden 

A young man in his thirties died, under torture, in the prisons of the UAE-backed STC, in  Aden, 

a week after his arrest. 

  Media sources said that the young man, Hassan Abdullah Nasser Omar Baawada, died on 

Thursday, under torture in Al-Mualla Police Station in Aden at the hands of the STC forces. 

Friday 18, 2021 

Foreign Minister: Griffiths missed the opportunity to name Al-Houthi as the party 

obstructing peace.  

On Friday, Foreign Minister Ahmed Awad bin Mubarak said that the UN envoy to Yemen, 

Martin Griffiths, had missed naming the Houthis as a party obstructing peace. 

  He explained in televised statements that "the UN envoy missed a historic opportunity to name 

al-Houthi as the party that undermined peace efforts and prolonged the war." 

The Ministry of Health announces  6 new infections and one death from the Corona virus in 

Yemen. 

Houthi spokesman: Our position on the aggression is defensive, and whoever has the right to 

stop the aggression and end the siege is the one who attacked Yemen. 

Guterres decides to include the Houthis on the black list of countries and groups violating 

children's rights.  

Muhammad Ali al-Houthi: Guterres' decision to include us on the list of violators of children's 

rights is baseless.  

Houthi media: 10 raids carried out by the coalition on sites in Marib and Saada governorates.  

Houthi military spokesman: We attacked with a drone the King Khalid Air Base in Khamis 

Mushayt, south of Saudi Arabia.  

Houthi spokesman: The United States is not serious about stopping the aggression and lifting 

the siege, and there has been no progress in the discussions. 

US State Department: During his visit to Saudi Arabia, Lenderking met with Saudi and Yemeni 

officials and the UN envoy to #Yemen.  

The US State Department: Lenderking stressed the need for the Yemeni government to return 

to #Aden and to make progress in implementing the #Riyadh Agreement. 

Saudi media: Air defenses intercept and destroy a drone heading to Khamis Mushait, in the south 

of the Kingdom. 

Yemeni local sources: an explosion was heard in the center of the city of Ma'rib, as a result of a 

ballistic missile launched by the Houthis 

A UN report reveals the most serious violations of the Houthis in Yemen 

In a press briefing on 18 June, the High Commissioner for Human Rights spokesperson 

expressed serious concern over the continuing impact of fighting on civilians and the targeting 

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27173&LangID=E
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of civilian objects in Marib Governorate. The spokesperson also referred to hostilities and 

violence in other parts of Yemen that continue to claim civilian victims and the continuation 

of cross-border attacks by Houthi forces into the territory of Saudi Arabia. (UN Monthly 

Forcast).  

Officially, the Houthis announce the overthrow of the international efforts to stop the war 

in Yemen. 

The Houthis announced this evening, Friday, their overthrow of international efforts to reach a 

ceasefire and bring peace to Yemen. 

The head of the Houthi negotiating delegation said in televised statements to the Houthi Al 

Masirah TV channel, that there had been no progress in what he called "discussions".  

 He continued, "There has been no progress in the discussions, and our efforts are continuing 

until they reach a conviction to stop the aggression and lift the siege." 

Saturday 19, 2021 

Saudi media: interception and destruction of 7 bombed drones launched by the Houthis towards 

the southern region of the Kingdom. 

Yemeni army spokesman: We have repelled Houthi attacks during the past two days on the Al-

Kasara and Al-Mashjah fronts in Marib. 

The coalition: interception and destruction of two booby-trapped drones launched by the 

Houthis towards Khamis Mushait, southern Saudi Arabia. 

A Yemeni military source to Al-Jazeera: 3 soldiers were killed and 50 wounded in an attack by 

Houthi rallies on a camp near the border with Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi media: 11 drones launched by the Houthi militia towards Najran, in the south of the 

country, were destroyed. 

Houthi Political Bureau: Guterres' decision to put us on the list of violators of children's rights 

is invalid and is not based on any evidence.  

The Arab Coalition: Destroying 17 booby-trapped drones launched today towards the Kingdom 

47 killed in battles between government forces and Houthis in Marib 

On Saturday, the battles between government forces and the Houthis in Marib resulted in 47 

deaths, including 16 of the pro-government forces. 

Two Yemeni men held at Guantanamo approved for transfer 

Two Yemeni men held at the Guantanamo Bay military prison in Cuba since 2004 have been 

cleared for transfer to another country, a U.S. review board determined last week, bringing the 

prison back into the spotlight. 

Abd al-Salam al-Hilah and Sharqawi Abdu Ali al-Hajj were both cleared for transfer as President 

Joe Biden's administration has revived a goal of closing the prison that came to symbolize the 

excesses of the U.S. "war on terror." 

The United States now must seek to find countries willing to take the detainees. (Reuters) 

The British ambassador calls on the Houthis to release the model, Entisar Al Hammadi.  
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The British ambassador to Yemen, Michael Aaron, called on the Houthis to quickly release 

the Yemeni model, Entisar Al Hammadi, vowing to prosecute the militia leadership 

involved in using sexual violence as a weapon. 

The ambassador post this tweet on the occasion of the International Day for the Elimination of 

Sexual Violence in Conflict, which fell on Saturday, 19 June. 

The Houthis target the city of Ma'rib with two ballistic missiles on Saturday morning.  

Health sources: Malaria infects 110,000 Yemenis in Houthi-controlled areas within 3 months.  

Sunday 20,2021 

Yemeni Foreign Ministry statement: Houthi attacks and escalation are a clear response to efforts 

to bring peace and end the war in Yemen. 

Houthi media: 13 raids by the Saudi-Emirati coalition on sites in the Yemeni governorates of 

Marib and Al-Jawf.  

Arab Coalition: Air defenses intercept and destroy a booby-trapped drone launched by the 

Houthis towards Khamis Mushait.  

A human rights report documents 20,000 Houthi violations against Yemeni children 

A Yemeni human rights network recorded 20,977 cases of child abuse in Yemen as well as from 

January 2017 to March 2021 die Eviction and displacement of more than 43,000 children by 

Houthis were documented. 

A report by the Yemeni Network for Rights and Freedoms said these violations by the Houthi 

militia against children in Yemen range from killing and injury, kidnapping, displacement, 

education deprivation, kidnapping, sniper hunt and recruitment to preventing access to treatment 

, Food and water, as a result of the siege, excessive use of force and the laying of mines on 

public roads and schools. 

UK Ambassador to the UN Says 'Iran Is Part of the Problem,' and the Houthis Has to 

Agree on a Ceasefire 

The British Permanent Representative to the United Nations, Barbara Woodward, said on 

Sunday that Iran continues to support the Houthi militia in Yemen instead of helping to reach a 

ceasefire and move towards a political solution to deliver aid to about 16 million Yemenis. 

She added in an interview with "Al-Sharq al-Awsat" newspaper, published today, that Iran is 

"part of the problem" instead of being "part of the solution" in Syria and Yemen. 

Yemeni delegation in Beirut for 250 million dollars 

An official delegation from the Central Bank of Yemen is in the Lebanese capital, Beirut, to 

demand the recovery of funds belonging to Yemeni banks estimated at more than 250 million 

dollars. 

The head of the delegation, Yasser Al-Qabati, said, "The money belongs to the accounts of 

Yemeni banks, which flowed into the BOB Bank of Beirut and were intended to finance basic 

imports, and were seized due to the economic crisis that Lebanon has been going through since 

2019. 

Riyadh comments on the withdrawal of the Patriot and the reduction of American forces 

in the Kingdom 
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The Saudi-led coalition said that reducing the US military's presence in the Kingdom will not 

affect its defense capabilities, a day after the interception of the largest number of booby-trapped 

drones launched by the Houthis in one day on Saudi territory. 

The family of the murdered Houthi minister Hassan Zaid accuses Houthi leaders of 

carrying out his assassination and complains of continuous threats to them.  

Monday 21, 2021 

Iranian elected- President Ibrahim Raisi said that his country's priorities are to improve its 

relations with neighboring countries in the Gulf, calling on Saudi Arabia to stop its interference 

in Yemen. 

Iranian elected- President Ibrahim Raisi: Iran does not mind restoring diplomatic relations with 

Saudi Arabia 

Iranian elected- President Ibrahim Raisi: Yemen must decide its fate by the Yemenis themselves, 

and foreign attacks must stop 

The day after intercepting 17 booby-trapped drones, the Arab Coalition: We destroyed a 

thousand ballistic missiles and a Houthi drone 

The number of ballistic missiles and booby-trapped drones with which the Houthi militia 

targeted Saudi lands and civilians has exceeded 1,031 missiles and drones, according to Asharq 

Al-Awsat newspaper.  

The Ministry of Oil is working to restore gas exports from Balhaf and increase oil 

production to 80,000 barrels per day (Asharq Al-Awsat newspaper) 

Reuters reveals ongoing talks between Saudi Arabia and the Houthis for a ceasefire in 

Yemen 

The agency quoted two sources familiar with the talks and a Houthi official as saying that the 

talks focused on steps to lift the blockade of Houthi-controlled ports and Sanaa airport in 

exchange for the Iran-aligned group's pledge to hold talks to reach a truce. 

  One of the sources said Riyadh was open to an agreement but that it would “need some 

additional guarantees from Oman and Iran,” both of which have close ties to the Houthis. 

The Houthis: We will not accept truce and peace arrangements in light of the continuation 

of the siege 

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Houthi government, which is not recognized 

internationally, Hisham Sharaf, said that the Houthis cannot accept truce and peace 

arrangements in light of the continuation of the siege on the country. 

British Ambassador to Yemen: The issue of Taiz is important and forgotten, and its 

situation is very difficult 

The British ambassador to Yemen, Michael Aaron, said today that the Taiz issue is important, 

and the reality on the ground is very difficult. 

  The ambassador added, during a webinar organized by the Yemeni Coalition for Independent 

Women via Zoom with a number of Yemeni activists, organized, that peace processes, United 

Nations operations and the role of the Special Envoy always tend to solve immediate problems. 
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The ambassador said that the Taiz issue was one of the three files in the Stockholm talks, but 

the formation of the committees did not take place due to a disagreement between the parties on 

the goal of forming the committees. 

Washington: The Houthis will not win in Marib 

The United States of America strongly condemned the recent Houthi attacks targeting the city 

of Marib and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

  In a press statement in response to the Houthi attacks that targeted Saudi Arabia, on Saturday 

evening, with about 17 drones, the regional spokesman for the US State Department confirmed 

that his country will provide Saudi Arabia with everything it can to defend itself against Houthi 

attacks. 

Agreement of the Yemeni government return to Aden 

The Yemeni government and the UAE-backed STC have agreed that the government will return 

to Aden, which is controlled by the council's forces, as soon as possible. 

Tuesday 22, 2021 

Saudi Foreign Minister: We presented an initiative on Yemen based on a ceasefire without a 

response from the Houthis. 

Houthi media says that the coalition launched 27 raids in the areas of Raghwan and Sirwah in 

Ma'rib Governorate. 

The US Department of Justice: We have seized the websites of the Iranian Islamic Radio and 

Television Union and the #Hezbollah Brigades. 

The US Department of Justice: The number of Iranian, including the Houthis’ TV, websites that 

were seized is 33, in addition to 3 websites belonging to the #Hezbollah Brigades 

Yemen rebels claim to down US spy plane 

There was no comment from US authorities on Houthi claim (Anadolu Agency)  

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Corona virus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,892, after 3 new infections were recorded. 

The Coalition: Intercepting and destroying a booby-trapped drone launched by the Houthis 

towards Khamis Mushait. 

Warning an upcoming military confrontation, STC president Aidarous Al-Zubaidi,  calls for 

readiness and building a solid southern army 

Revealing the total number of missiles, drones, booby-trapped boats and projectiles 

launched by the Houthi militia towards Saudi territory 

According to statistics issued by the Arab Coalition, the Houthis launched 1,031 missiles, 

drones, and projectiles. 

The statistic came the day after the coalition announced that it had repelled 17 drone attacks 

against Saudi lands two days ago (Saturday). 

In detailing this statistic, the Houthis launched 372 ballistic missiles, in addition to 659 drones. 

They also sought to target naval operations in the Red Sea with more than 75 booby-trapped 
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boats, planted 205 naval mines, and fired more than 96,000 projectiles (on the Saudi border). 

The number of Houthis violations of the Hodeidah ceasefire agreement exceeded 30,000. 

Saudi air defenses intercepted 350 ballistic missiles and 537 drones, according to a statistic 

announced by the Saudi-led Arab coalition, on March 6, 2021. 

The Minister of Oil discusses with Total Company the restart of the LNG facility in Balhaf 

The meeting was chaired by the Minister of Oil and Minerals and attended by the project 

partners, Total Energy, Hunt Company, Korean companies (SK - Hyundai - Kogas), the Yemeni 

partner represented by the Yemen Gas Company, and the General Authority for Insurance and 

Pensions. 

A government directive approving the freezing of bank accounts belonging to the entities 

and individuals included in the US Treasury sanctions and banning dealing with them 

The Yemeni government has approved freezing the accounts of entities and individuals included 

in the US Treasury sanctions, withdrawing their work licenses, and banning commercial 

dealings with them. 

The day after the STC announced an agreement to return the government to Aden, STC 

security forces closed the Immigration Authority building 

On Tuesday, forces from the Aden Security Administration, which is under the control of the 

STC, closed the Immigration Authority building located in Crater District, south of the country's 

interim capital. 

The United Nations: 4 million displaced people and 300,000 migrants and refugees in need of 

assistance and protection in Yemen 

The Houthis banned and confiscated new banknotes issued by the government. 

2,800 confirmed cases of malaria in Taiz since the beginning of 2021 

The STC forces kidnapped the imam of a mosque after raiding his house in Aden 

Local sources told Al-Mawqea Post that a military force affiliated with the STC raided a number 

of houses in the Mansoura district, including the house of the imam of the Othman bin Affan 

Mosque, Abdullah Al-Sallal, and took him with others to an unknown destination. 

No deaths in Corona in Yemen, and 3 new infections.  

Riyadh accuses Iran of being behind the recent Houthi attacks on its lands 

The Saudi newspaper, Al-Riyadh, accused Iran of being behind the Houthi attacks on Saudi 

territory, on Saturday, with 17 drones, drones and ballistic missiles, in a Houthi escalation that 

came in conjunction with the international moves to stop the war in Yemen. 

Wednesday 23, 2021 

Houthi media says that the coalition launched 15 raids on sites in the Yemeni governorates of 

Marib and Al-Jawf. 

Arab Coalition: Air defenses intercept and destroy 4 booby-trapped drones launched by the 

Houthis towards the southern region.  
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The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Coronavirus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,898, after 6 new infections were recorded.  

Aden: Armed clashes between two military factions of the STC in Sheikh Othman district. 

The United States warns of al-Qaeda activity in Iran and allocates $ 5 million for the head 

of its leader in Yemen 

Today, Wednesday, the United States of America warned of al-Qaeda activity in Iran, saying 

that the organization's leaders were "playing and having fun there." 

 The US State Department's Rewards for Justice Program announced allocating five million 

dollars in exchange for information leading to al-Qaeda leader Khaled Batarfi in Yemen. 

The US military denies the Houthis' allegations that they shot down two American 

"drones" in Marib 

The US military stated that it was not aware of any drones lost in the Middle East and added 

that it did not operate any aircraft over Marib. 

On Wednesday, the media department of Houthis released a video claiming to show two drones 

that were shot down. The rebels confirmed the presence of ScanEagle drones on the wreckage. 

One of the drones seems to be less damaged than the other. A certain point in the video shows 

a sticker with the correct number of the commercial and government entity (CAGE) printed on 

it, which is the number of the Insitu of Bingen, Washington, which makes the drone. Insitu is a 

subsidiary of Boeing Company. 

Boeing said the drone wreckage shown does not belong to ScanEagle, but declined to comment 

further. 

Lieutenant Colonel Karen Roxbury, a spokesman for the U.S. Military Central Command, said 

on Wednesday that the area “has no central command assets shot down.” “We will not fly over 

Malibu,” she said. 

Thursday 24, 2021 

The Islamic Development Bank resumes financing three strategic projects in Yemen 

Nizar Basheeb, Deputy Minister of Planning and International Cooperation, said in an interview 

with Asharq Al-Awsat said that the Islamic Development Bank Group agreed to resume 

financing three strategic and vital projects in the south of the country, in the areas of agriculture, 

water and sanitation, in addition to rural development. 

The US Special Envoy for Yemen: Humanitarian programs will stop soon, and the international 

community must increase its contribution to financing them. 

The US envoy to #Yemen: The Houthis are not solely responsible for the violence, but the 

coalition bears part of it. 

The US envoy to #Yemen: The international community must pressure the Houthis to stop the 

offensive operations in Marib. 

The US envoy to #Yemen: Engagement with the #Riyadh agreement is encouraging and could 

contribute to the return of the government to Aden. 

The US envoy to Yemen: The United States recognizes the Houthis as a legitimate party in 

Yemen and a group that has made gains. 

The US State Department: The United States, like the rest of the international community, 

recognizes the government of #Yemen as the only legitimate government. 
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US State Department: Lenderking made it clear that the Houthis cannot be removed from the 

conflict because they control people and lands. 

US State Department: The Houthis must be part of any peace process. 

The US State Department: We have followed up on some false media reports regarding 

Lenderking's statements about the Houthis and the conflict in Yemen. 

The US State Department: The Houthis cannot be removed from the conflict through wishful 

thinking, and the facts on the ground must be dealt with. 

The US State Department's regional spokesman for Al Jazeera: The US position on Yemen has 

not changed. 

The regional spokesman of the US State Department to Al Jazeera: Our goals have not changed 

in #Yemen, the first of which is a comprehensive and permanent ceasefire. 

Houthi media says that the coalition launched 18 raids on sites in Sirwah and Raghwan in Ma'rib 

Governorate, northeastern #Yemen. 

Houthi military spokesman: We targeted with ten drones a camp of the coalition in the Al-

Wadiah area. 

Houthi military spokesman: Our drones targeted a command center and training sites in a camp 

in the Al-Wadiah area 

SPA: Air defenses intercept and destroy a booby-trapped drone launched by the Houthi militia 

towards Khamis Mushait.  

Sam Organization: Yemeni detainees in the UAE face difficult conditions 

SAM Organization for Rights and Freedoms said that Yemeni detainees in the UAE face 

extremely complex conditions and continuous suffering amid deliberate neglect. 

The report stated that the file of Yemeni detainees transferred from "Guantanamo Bay" to 

Emirati prisons is still stagnant, more than 5 years after the US authorities decide to close the 

notorious prison and release detainees there after promising to send them to Islamic countries 

for rehabilitation and assistance.  

The organization stated that the 18 Yemeni prisoners from Guantánamo who were deported to 

the UAE were a painful exception, compared to others who returned to their countries or hosted 

other countries that provided them with a humanitarian environment to integrate them into 

societies that respect their rights and provide them with the required support. 

The Ministry of Health announces one death and seven new infections with the Coronavirus. 

Aden: The leader of the STC forces, Brigadier General Abdul Hakim al-Kubi, was injured in an 

assassination attempt while leaving his home in Salah al-Din in the Buriqa district. 

UN: 300 migrants recently died off the coast of Yemen.  

Friday 25, 2021 

Houthi media: The Arab Coalition launched 16 raids on sites in Ma'rib and Saada governorates.  

The Arab Coalition announces the interception of a drone launched by the Houthi militia 

towards Khamis Mushait. 

The Houthis announce the targeting of King Khalid Air Base in Khamis Mushait with a drone. 

Doctors Without Borders: 19 dead and wounded as a result of the clashes that erupted in 

Aden between the STC factions 

The organization's office in Yemen said on Twitter, "Yesterday, the medical teams at the DWB 

surgical hospital in Aden received 17 wounded and two dead due to the clashes that erupted in 

the Sheikh Othman neighborhood in the Yemeni city of Aden." 

Lenderking discusses with Omani officials efforts to end the conflict in Yemen.  
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Al-Saadi discusses with the Development Program the violations that children are exposed 

to and ways to develop the program's work 

Yemen's permanent representative to the United Nations, Abdullah Al-Saadi, discussed today 

with the United Nations Development Program the violations against children in Yemen. 

The discussion was held via video conference with the Special Representative of the Secretary-

General of the United Nations for Children and Armed Conflict, Virginia Gamba. 

In the context of his escalation against the government, and 48 hours after the confrontations of 

Sheikh Othman, the President of the STC issues decisions appointing the leadership of the 

support forces and the Security Belt.  

United Nations: Yemen's economy is collapsing and 5 million people are a step away from 

starvation 

On Friday, the United Nations said that the Yemeni economy is collapsing and the national 

currency is declining to record levels, warning of the repercussions on the livelihood of millions 

of Yemenis. 

According to the organization's website, this statement came during a press conference held by 

Stephane Dujarric, spokesman for the Secretary-General of the United Nations, at the 

headquarters of the International Organization in New York. 

Saturday 26, 2021 

The STC announces the cessation of all forms of communication with the parties to the #Riyadh 

Agreement.  

The STC accuses the government of seeking to thwart the #Riyadh agreement.  

Houthi media: The coalition launched 17 raids on sites in Marib, Al-Bayda and Al-Jawf 

governorates.  

The coalition destroys 3 drones launched by the Houthis towards Saudi Arabia 

The Saudi-led Arab coalition in Yemen announced, on Saturday evening, the destruction of 

three booby-trapped drones launched by the Houthis towards the south of the kingdom. 

In a statement carried by the Saudi Press Agency, SPA, the coalition said: "The air defenses 

intercepted and destroyed two booby-trapped drones, launched by the militia towards the 

southern region of the Kingdom." 

According to another statement, the coalition also destroyed a booby-trapped drone launched by 

the Houthis towards the Najran region in southern Saudi Arabia. 

Yemeni military sources: Dozens of people were killed in clashes between the Yemeni army 

and the Houthis, west of Ma'rib Governorate. 

The Houthis accuse the coalition of carrying out 17 raids on different sites.  

To discuss developments in the situation.. President Hadi holds a meeting that included his 

deputy and the Prime Minister.  

Hadi heads to America for medical examinations 

President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi, 76, left Saturday evening, the Saudi capital, Riyadh, for 

the United States of America. 

  Saba news agency stated that President Hadi went to the United States to conduct his usual 

periodic medical examinations. 

The Arab Coalition announces the destruction of two booby-trapped marches launched by the 

Houthis towards Saudi Arabia 

More than 111 were killed in three days of confrontations around Marib 
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Today, Sunday, France 24 quoted military sources as saying that the ongoing battles between 

government forces and the Houthis near the strategic city of Marib have killed 111 people 

between Thursday and Sunday morning, after the Houthis launched intense attacks that did not 

lead to a breakthrough. 

 The sources added that since Thursday, the Houthis launched intensive attacks from the north, 

south and west, but without being able to penetrate the defenses of the government forces backed 

by air cover from a Saudi-led military coalition. 

According to the sources, the battles resulted in the deaths of 29 government forces and 82 

Houthis from Thursday until Sunday morning. Two other officials confirmed the toll. 

Masam Project: Cleared 1,501 mines and explosive ordnance during the fourth week of June 

Sunday 27, 2021 

Arab Coalition: Saudi defenses intercept and destroy two booby-trapped drones launched by the 

Houthis towards Khamis Mushait. 

Houthi media says that the coalition launched 23 raids on Sarwah sites in Ma'rib Governorate, 

northeastern #Yemen. 

Arab Coalition: Saudi defenses intercept and destroy a second ballistic missile launched by the 

Houthis towards Khamis Mushait. 

Houthi military spokesman: We targeted sensitive military sites in Najran, Abha and Khamis 

Mushait. 

Houthi military spokesman: We targeted the National Guard camp in Najran and sites at Abha 

Airport and King Khalid base in Khamis Mushait. 

Houthi military spokesman: We carried out the operation during the past 24 hours with 5 ballistic 

missiles and 5 drones.  

Yemeni Foreign Minister begins official visit to Berlin 

The Yemeni news agency "Saba" said that the minister will hold talks with his German 

counterpart Tom Hanks and German officials, and will last for three days. 

Human Rights: More than 300 abductees died under torture in Houthi prisons 

The Ministry of Human Rights announced the killing of more than 300 abductees under torture 

in the prisons of the Houthi group. 

In his meeting with the Vice President of the Republic, the European Union Ambassador 

confirms the Union's support for the UN efforts to bring peace to Yemen 

The Ambassador of the European Union to Yemen, Hans Grundberg, affirmed the Union's 

support for the efforts of the United Nations to bring peace to Yemen. 

This came during his meeting, today, Sunday, with Vice President Ali Mohsen al-Ahmar, during 

which they discussed the latest developments in the situation and efforts to achieve lasting peace 

in our country. 

International Migration: More than 1,300 migrants arrived in Yemen during April and 

May 

On Sunday, the International Organization for Migration announced the arrival of 1,331 

migrants from the Horn of Africa (east of the continent) to Yemen during last April and May. 

Amid violent confrontations, the Houthis accuse the coalition of carrying out 23 raids on sites 

in Marib 

The collapse of the national currency rate exchange 

Today, Sunday, June 27, the Yemeni riyal recorded a new and unprecedented collapse against 

foreign currencies, affected by the circular of the Central Bank in Sanaa, which is under the 
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control of the Houthis, warning against the fraud of the government central bank in Aden, the 

national currency. 

Banking sources in the temporary capital, Aden, said that the Yemeni riyal witnessed, today, a 

record and unprecedented decline against foreign currencies, as the US dollar recorded 947 

Yemeni riyals in trading, while the price of one Saudi riyal reached 249 Yemeni riyals, for the 

first time in the history of the national currency. . 

The Arab Coalition destroys 2 missiles and 6 Houthi drones 

The Saudi-led coalition announced, on Sunday, that the number of booby-trapped planes 

launched by the Houthis into the Kingdom during the past 24 hours has risen to six. 

Yemeni-Saudi talks regarding the imminent disaster of the Safer tank 

Yesterday, Minister of Water and Environment Tawfiq Al-Sharjabi discussed with Saudi 

Minister of Environment, Water and Agriculture Abdul Rahman Al-Fadhli ways to enhance 

coordination between the two countries to respond to the repercussions of the impending 

environmental and humanitarian catastrophe in the event of the explosion or sinking of the Safer 

floating oil tank off the coast of Hodeidah. 

Monday 28, 2021 

American Institute: Saudi Arabia sentenced to death the former commander of its forces 

in Yemen 

On Monday, an American study institute said that the Saudi authorities had issued a death 

sentence for the former commander of the joint forces fighting in Yemen, Prince Fahd bin Turki 

bin Abdulaziz. 

The Washington Institute for Gulf Studies stated that a Saudi military court had issued a death 

sentence for Prince Fahd, King Salman's nephew, on charges of "treason" and an attempted coup 

to isolate King Salman and his son, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman. 

Houthi media: The Arab Coalition launched 30 raids on sites in Ma'rib Governorate.  

The Ministry of Health announces one death and a new case of the Corona virus in Yemen. 

The government calls on the international community to name clearly the party 

obstructing the political solution 

Yemeni Prime Minister Maeen Abdulmalik called on the international community to name the 

party obstructing Yemen's political solution and take firm positions. 

The call came during his meeting with the ambassadors of the European Union countries 

accredited to Yemen to discuss the latest developments, in light of the UN and international 

moves to bring peace to Yemen and the continued intransigence of the Houthis.  

Al-Houthi militias are seizing all funds and balances of Al-Tadhamon Islamic Bank in their 

areas of control 

On Monday, the Houthis announced the seizure of all funds and balances of Al-Tadhamon 

Islamic Bank with exchange companies in the areas under its control. 

The head of the financial information collection unit in the Houthi-controlled Central Bank of 

Yemen in Sana'a issued such statemet addressing all exchange companies. 

The circular said: "All funds and balances of Al-Tadhamon Islamic Bank deposited with you, 

in any form, are immediately seized, and transfer to us all the funds and balances seized today." 

Al-Jawf governorate: The local authority criticizes the UNHCR report, describing it as 

"misleading" 
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On Monday, the local authority in Al-Jawf Governorate criticized the UNHCR report issued last 

April, considering the information contained therein to be misleading. 

This came during the meeting held by the Undersecretary of Al-Jawf Governorate, Eng. 

Abdullah Al-Hashdi, with members of the Executive Office, related to the relief aspect to discuss 

the conditions of the IPDs and citizens in the governorate; To discuss the report of the High 

Commissioner for Refugees on Al-Jawf Governorate and its misleading information about the 

humanitarian situation in the governorate. 

Kuwait calls for quick and deterrent action to stop the "criminal acts" of the Houthis 

Military spokesman: Two Iranian experts were killed in Al-Jawf 

The spokesman for the Sixth Military Region of the Yemeni National Army, Rabee Al-Qurashi, 

revealed, on Monday evening, that two Iranian military experts were killed in the Khanjar front 

in Al-Jawf Governorate, northeast of Yemen. 

He said that the two Iranian experts were killed while they were on their way to get reports, 

accompanied by Houthi leader Abu Hashem al-Qaboos, commander of Abdul-Malik al-Houthi's 

special guard. 

He explained on his Twitter page on Monday evening that the first expert is called "Idris Asghar" 

from the Quds Force, "Battalion 14 - Division 22 Mahdi," while the second expert is called 

"Rahana Bahram" from the "15th Hamza Brigade" in the Quds Force. 

The spokesman also published a picture that he said was "one of the dead Iranian experts", 

showing him alongside "Iran's ambassador to the Houthis," Hassan Erlo. 

In late April, the assistant commander of the Quds Force in the Iranian Revolutionary Guards, 

General Rostom Qasemi, admitted that there are Iranian military advisers in Yemen who provide 

support to the Houthi militia. 

Qassemi said, in an interview with RT TV channel, on Wednesday, that "there are currently a 

small number of advisors from the Revolutionary Guard, whose number does not exceed the 

fingers of a hand in Yemen." 

Tuesday 29, 2021 

Two ballistic missiles target residential neighborhoods in the city of Marib, killing and 

injuring 13 people, including three children 

Medical sources told ‘Mareb Press’ that three people were killed, including a twelve-year-old 

child, and ten others, including two children, were wounded. 

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Coronavirus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,918, after 9 new infections were recorded. 

Houthi media says that the Arab Coalition launched 27 raids on the governorate of Ma'rib.  

Houthi military spokesman: We bombed Sahn Al-Jin camp and the third military area in Marib 

with two ballistic missiles. 

They discussed the Houthi missile attack on Marib, Vice President, Al- Ahmar meets the 

German ambassador to Yemen 

The Vice President of the Republic, Ali Mohsen Saleh, met today, Tuesday, with the 

Ambassador of the Federal Republic of Germany to Yemen, Carola Holtkemper, on the occasion 

of the end of her tenure. 

74 casualties, June is a tragic month for children and civilians of Marib because of the 

Houthi missiles 

From June 5 to June 29, the Marib Governorate website counted 34 dead, including two children, 

and 40 wounded, including 3 children and a woman, as a result of the Houthi militia's bombing 
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of the city with five ballistic missiles and three booby-trapped drones targeting civilian 

neighborhoods in the city, which hosts two million citizens, most of whom are internally 

displaced. 

Saudi Arabia discusses with Washington to stop funding the Houthis 

On Tuesday, June 29, Saudi Foreign Minister Faisal bin Farhan discussed with his American 

counterpart Anthony Blinken strengthening coordination between the two countries to stop 

Iran's "financing" of the Houthi coup group and "terrorist forces" that threaten international 

peace and security. 

The STC prevents an oil ship from unloading its cargo in the port of Socotra 

Local sources said that the STC forces in Socotra port prevented a ship belonging to the Al-Eisi 

station, carrying oil derivatives, from docking and unloading its cargo. 

The Minister of Health announces a plan to establish 14 medical oxygen factories in Yemen 

The Minister of Health, Dr. Qassem Muhammad Buhaibah, announced the ministry’s plan to 

confront the medical oxygen crisis in the country, by establishing 14 oxygen factories by next 

September, with a loan from the Islamic Bank. 

Washington strongly condemns the Houthi missile attack on the city of Ma'rib 

The United States of America "strongly" condemned, on Tuesday evening, the missile attack 

launched by the Houthi militia on a residential neighborhood in Ma'rib, northeastern Yemen. 

This came in a statement by the Chargé d'Affairs of the US Ambassador to Yemen, Kathy 

Westley, which the US Embassy published on its Twitter account. 

Including Yemen.. UN report: Sexual violence against the world's children increased by 

70 percent in 2020 

A UN report revealed that crimes of sexual violence against children in the world increased by 

70 percent in 2020, while kidnappings increased by 90 percent in the same year, compared to 

2019. 

This was stated in the annual report of the United Nations Secretary-General, António Guterres, 

on children and armed conflict in 2020. The report covers the period between the beginning of 

January and the end of December 2020. 

The Secretary-General stated in his report that "more than 8,400 children have been killed or 

maimed as a result of the ongoing wars, and Syria, Yemen, Somalia and Afghanistan have 

recorded the highest number of child casualties in the world." 

In Yemen, the report also documented the killing of 269 children and the mutilation of 855 

others, in incidents attributed to the Houthis, 255 of which were attributed to the Houthis, the 

Coalition to Support Legitimacy 194, the Yemeni Armed Forces 121, the Security Belt Forces 

49, ISIS 11, the Popular Resistance (loyal to the government) 8, and Al-Qaeda 2, the rest to 

unidentified perpetrators. 

The report revealed that "the main causes of casualties among children were 339 cases of mortar 

and artillery shelling, 305 bullet and crossfire incidents, 212 explosive remnants of war, and 150 

air strikes." 

United Nations: 221 Yemeni families displaced within a week due to increased fighting 

The International Organization for Migration announced that 221 Yemeni families were 

displaced within a week due to increased fighting in several governorates, including Marib. 

In its latest update, the organization said that between June 20 and 26, the IOM's DTM tracked 

in Yemen 221 families (1,326 individuals) who were displaced at least once. 

Blinken: I discussed with the Saudi Foreign Minister the crises of Yemen and Lebanon 
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On Tuesday, US Secretary of State Anthony Blinken discussed with his Saudi counterpart, 

Faisal bin Farhan, the crises in Yemen and Lebanon. 

Blinken said - in a tweet on Twitter - "I met today at the G20 summit with Saudi Foreign Minister 

Faisal bin Farhan, and we discussed regional security and the common goal of achieving a 

ceasefire and transition to a political process in Yemen." 

He indicated that he discussed with Bin Farhan the continued progress in the field of human 

rights and economic reforms in the Kingdom. 

Washington intends to provide half a million doses of the Corona vaccine to Yemen 

The Yemeni government has stated that the United States intends to provide a dose of the 

Coronavirus vaccine as aid to Yemen. 

The Minister of Planning and International Cooperation, Waed Badeeb, said that the competent 

authorities of the United States of America have informed his ministry of the number and type 

of vaccine it intends to provide to the Republic of Yemen against the emerging corona virus. 

And the Yemeni news agency “Saba” quoted Badeb as saying that the total number of vaccines 

that Washington intends to provide to Yemen is estimated at 504,000 from the Johnson & 

Johnson vaccine, which will be given through the Kovacs program as part of the strategy of US 

President Joe Biden and Vice President Harris to provide the Corona vaccine vaccination to the 

countries of the world. . 

Saudi Arabia supports Yemeni students studying abroad with $46 million 

The STC appoints representatives in 10 countries, including Kuwait and the US, and forms 

a dialogue team headed by "Al-Halmi" 

On Tuesday, June 29, the head of the so-called "Southern Transitional Council" backed by the 

UAE appointed representatives to it in a number of countries in the world, including the United 

States, the United Nations, European and African countries, and Kuwait. He also formed a team 

for dialogue abroad. 

 يونيو  30األربعاء 

Wednesday 30, 2021 

The Arab Coalition announces the interception of a drone launched by the Houthis towards 

Saudi Arabia.  

Aden..Unidentified gunmen assassinate an activist in the Islah party in front of his house 

in Mansoura 

Today, unknown gunmen assassinated an activist of the Yemeni Islah Party, in front of his house 

in Aden. 

The head of the Islah party's media in Aden, Khaled Haidan, said in a press statement, "An 

armed group assassinated Bilal Mansour, an Islah activist, in front of his house.”  

The president of the International Committee of the Red Cross ICRC begins a 6-day visit 

to Yemen 

Today, Wednesday, the President of the International Committee of the Red Cross, Peter 

Maurer, began a six-day visit to Yemen, to review the humanitarian situation in the country, 

which has been witnessing more than six years of war. 

The US State Department: The Houthis must urgently accept a comprehensive ceasefire across 

the country and political talks.  

The US State Department: The Houthi attack in Marib exacerbates the humanitarian crisis, and 

reports of the killing of children show the seriousness of the threat.  
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Houthi media: Coalition warplanes launched 28 airstrikes on Marib, Saada and Al-Jawf 

Foreign Minister Ahmed bin Mubarak: We recognize the Houthis as a main party in the 

Yemeni equation 

"We affirm our response to all international efforts to bring peace to Yemen, end the war and 

address its humanitarian repercussions," Bin Mubarak said, in a press conference held in Berlin 

with his German pilot, Heiko Maas. 

On the role of the Houthi group in the future of Yemen, the foreign minister said: "We recognize 

the Houthis as a main party in the Yemeni equation, and this is our political position since the 

war began, provided that they recognize equal citizenship rights." 

The Vice President discusses with the Commander of the Central American Navy the areas 

of military cooperation and confronting terrorism 

According to the Yemeni News Agency, the Vice President met today with the Commander of 

the Central American Naval Forces and the Chargé d'Affairs of the American Embassy in our 

country, Cathy Westley and the accompanying delegation. 

The Ministry of Health announces that the number of infections with the Coronavirus in Yemen 

has risen to 6,920, after two new infections were recorded. 

The US State Department: The Houthi attack in #Marib exacerbates the humanitarian crisis, and 

reports of the killing of children show the seriousness of the threat. 

The Arab coalition media: intercepting and destroying a booby-trapped Houthi drone in Yemeni 

airspace, launched towards Saudi Arabia 

Houthi media: 20 dead and wounded in Saudi bombing of Saada on the Yemeni-Saudi border.  

Tadhamon Islamic Bank: The Sanctions Committee informed us that dealing with Houthi 

decisions is money laundering and terrorist financing 

Today, Al-Tadamun Islamic Bank stated that the sanctions committee of the United Nations 

Security Council informed the bank that dealing with the Houthi criminal prosecution and the 

judicial guard falls under money laundering and terrorist financing. 

Lenderking discusses with World Food additional funding for humanitarian aid in Yemen 

On Wednesday, the US envoy to Yemen, Lenderking, discussed with David Beasley, Executive 

Director of the World Food Program, providing additional funding for humanitarian aid in 

Yemen. 

The Arab Parliament condemns the Houthi violations and calls for urgent intervention to 

resolve the crisis.  

 ************ 
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Yemen: Houthis Risk Civilians’ Health in Covid-19 

Stop Spreading Disinformation; Ensure Access to Testing, Health 

Care, Vaccines 

Website: https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/06/01/yemen-houthis-risk-

civilians-health-covid-19 

 

Houthi authorities in Yemen have suppressed information about the dangers and 

impact of Covid-19 and undermined international efforts to provide vaccines in 

areas under their control, Human Rights Watch said today. Since the start of the 

pandemic in Yemen in April 2020, Houthi officials have actively spread 

disinformation about the virus and vaccines. 

After the start of a second wave of Covid-19 in Yemen in March 2021, the number 

of confirmed cases doubled, according to a statement by the United Nations Under-

Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs, Mark Lowcock, on April 15. 

Nevertheless, the Houthi authorities in Sanaa have maintained a policy of 

withholding data on cases and deaths. No vaccines have reached areas under Houthi 

control. Houthi authorities should take immediate steps to facilitate efforts to provide 

vaccines in northern Yemen and stop spreading disinformation about the virus. 

“The deliberate decision of the Houthi authorities’ to keep the real number of cases 

of Covid-19 under wraps and their opposition to vaccines are putting Yemeni lives 

at risk,” said Michael Page, deputy Middle East director at Human Rights Watch. 

“Pretending Covid-19 does not exist is not a mitigation strategy and will only lead 

to mass suffering.” 

Between mid-April and early May, Human Rights Watch interviewed four Yemeni 

health workers based in Sanaa, three based abroad who have close knowledge of the 

Covid-19 crisis in Yemen, Yemeni doctors living abroad, and one international 

health worker involved in Covid-19 response efforts. All asked not to have their 

identities revealed for fear of reprisal. Human Rights Watch also reviewed and 

verified videos in which Houthi officials appear to spread disinformation about the 

virus and vaccines. 

https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/06/01/yemen-houthis-risk-civilians-health-covid-19
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/06/01/yemen-houthis-risk-civilians-health-covid-19
https://www.hrw.org/middle-east/n-africa/yemen
https://www.hrw.org/tag/coronavirus
https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/under-secretary-general-humanitarian-affairs-and-emergency-relief-coordinator-mark-38
https://www.hrw.org/about/people/michael-page
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Human Rights Watch reached out to Houthi Health Ministry and Foreign Ministry 

officials requesting comment but have not received a response. 

As of early 2021, the Houthi-controlled Health Ministry in Sanaa, Yemen’s 

capital, has reported only one Covid-19-related death, four confirmed cases, and two 

recoveries since the pandemic began. The UN Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) said that informal indications are that cases are rising 

in the north. Doctors without Borders reported in March that their teams in Yemen 

were seeing a drastic rise in the number of people seriously ill with Covid-19. 

Yemen’s healthcare system is in tatters after six years of war. Through the Covid-

19 Vaccines Global Access program (COVAX Facility), Yemen should receive 14 

million doses of Covid-19 vaccines, which could vaccinate 23 percent of the 

population across the country, according to the United Nations Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). 

Yemen received 360,000 doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine on March 31 as the first 

batch, part of 1.9 million doses that Yemen is due to receive throughout 2021. 

According to the Yemen Covid-19 National Vaccination Plan, the priority groups 

during the first phase are healthcare workers, people age 55 and over, people with 

comorbidities, and social groups unable to practice physical distancing, such as 

internally displaced people and refugees. 

The plan envisages that the Houthi authorities would receive vaccines to distribute 

in areas under its control; including Sanaa, Ibb governorate, and Hodeida 

governorate. However, one medical source interviewed who has direct knowledge 

of the circumstances said the group’s failure to cooperate with the World Health 

Organization (WHO) and the Yemeni government has prevented any vaccines from 

reaching the north. As a result, as of writing, vaccinations are only occurring in the 

south. 

On April 23, in a virtual conference, Yemen Covid-19 Response, organized 

by HPY-UK, a UK-based charity organization, the WHO’s representative to Yemen, 

Adham Rashad Abdel-Moneim, said that the Houthi authorities initially agreed 

under pressure to accept 10,000 doses of vaccine, but the vaccines could not be 

delivered after the Houthi authorities set a condition that the vaccines could only be 

https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemen-covid-19-preparedness-and-response-monthly-report-january-2021
https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemen-humanitarian-update-issue-3-march-2021-enar
https://www.msf.org/covid-19-support-desperately-needed-second-wave-overwhelms-yemen
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/WHO%20Situation%20Report%20-%20Nov%202020%20FINAL.%20pdf.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Yemen_Humanitarian_Update_2021_No_3.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Yemen_Humanitarian_Update_2021_No_3.pdf
https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.humanitarianresponse.info/files/documents/files/covax_yemen_who_unicef_partners_briefing_8_april_2021.pdf
https://hpyemen.com/2021/04/19/yemen-covid19-response/?fbclid=IwAR3uY_13Xk0f72G3JMALlTkDAcP-CDuqwDnANWx3K2RR3-xoKWuUv1BbRLM
https://hpyemen.com/2021/04/19/yemen-covid19-response/?fbclid=IwAR3uY_13Xk0f72G3JMALlTkDAcP-CDuqwDnANWx3K2RR3-xoKWuUv1BbRLM
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?v=460209921726604&ref=watch_permalink
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distributed by the group without WHO’s supervision. The WHO refused, because 

WHO would need to ensure there was no risk of diverting the vaccines. 

The following day, the WHO stated in a post on its Facebook page that the Houthi 

authorities asked to only accept 1,000 doses instead of 10,000 provided that the share 

of doses to the north will be increased in the next batch of the vaccines. In May 8, 

the internationally-recognized Yemeni government’s Health Ministry in Aden 

governorate reportedly delivered 10,000 doses to the WHO to vaccinate health 

personnel in Houthi-controlled areas. 

Numerous Houthi officials have spread disinformation about Covid-19 stating that 

the virus is a “conspiracy.” Abdul Malik Al-Houthi, the Houthi leader, said in a 

televised speech in March 2020 on the Houthi-funded TV channel, Al-Masirah, that 

the virus was an American conspiracy. “America bears the primary responsibility 

for Covid-19 epidemic,” he said. “Some experts in biological warfare say that 

Americans have worked for years to benefit from the coronavirus and have worked 

to spread it in certain societies.” 

Several Houthi officials reportedly have died with Covid-19-associated symptoms 

over the past few months. 

International media reported in 2020 that the Houthis were hiding the truth about the 

scale of the pandemic in the areas under their control through suppression of 

information and intimidation. The Houthi armed group also reportedly created a 

black market for Covid-19 testing while refusing to take precautionary 

measures against the virus. 

Health workers interviewed said they believed that the Houthis were refusing to 

acknowledge the pandemic to keep the economy fully open and to allow the political 

elite to syphon off exorbitant fees imposed on businesses. The Houthis have sharply 

increased revenues over the past two years by engaging in a number of predatory 

and corrupt practices, according to the Sanaa Center for Strategic Studies. 

Unlike the Houthi authorities, the Yemeni government-backed health authorities 

operating in the south and east of the country have regularly reported the number of 

confirmed cases and warned during 2020 about a possible second wave. 

https://www.facebook.com/WHOYemen/photos/a.2029622160658715/2947084968912425/
https://almasdaronline.com/articles/224236
https://daraj.com/66867/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PfTemGCr_M
https://www.alaraby.co.uk/politics/%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7-%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%AA%D9%84-%D9%82%D9%8A%D8%A7%D8%AF%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%AD%D9%88%D8%AB%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D9%81-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A3%D9%88%D9%84
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/rebel-threats-secret-burials-and-shuttered-hospitals-mask-spread-of-yemens-epidemic/2020/06/03/76583a68-a034-11ea-be06-af5514ee0385_story.html
https://apnews.com/article/united-nations-health-yemen-ap-top-news-virus-outbreak-677a1fc12d864cd37eea57e5f71614a2
https://theyemen.net/%D8%AA%D9%82%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%B1-%D8%AD%D8%B5%D8%B1%D9%8A-%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%B9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%A7%D8%AE%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7-%D9%8A%D9%84/?fbclid=IwAR3k6x4wQ8sFuS5STXGE4fQoP4yzC8TP-hJ3TmDhe7DeYiAyAvqD-CaF6Uo
https://www.hrw.org/report/2020/09/14/deadly-consequences/obstruction-aid-yemen-during-covid-19
https://www.hrw.org/report/2020/09/14/deadly-consequences/obstruction-aid-yemen-during-covid-19
https://sanaacenter.org/publications/analysis/13464
https://www.sabanew.net/story/ar/68109
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OCHA said in April 2021 that the Yemeni government has reported 4,119 confirmed 

cases and 864 deaths, with more than half of total cases reported during the first 

quarter of 2021. 

On April 20, the Yemeni government began a vaccination campaign funded by the 

WHO, UNICEF, and King Salman Humanitarian Aid and Relief Center in areas 

controlled by the Yemeni government (covering 13 governorates). Despite 

some public distrust of the vaccine, the Yemeni government said on May 26 that it 

had so far vaccinated more than 53,000 citizens. Yemen is a member of the Least 

Developed Countries group at the World Trade Organization, which has supported 

India and South Africa’s TRIPS Council proposal that would temporarily waive 

certain intellectual property rules on Covid-19-related vaccines, therapeutics, and 

other medical products to facilitate increased manufacturing to make them available 

and affordable globally. The United States and New Zealand have recently indicated 

their support for the TRIPS waiver. Other influential governments such as the United 

Kingdom, Japan, Australia, and the European Union should drop their opposition, 

Human Rights Watch said. 

“Given the weakened healthcare system in Yemen, Houthi authorities should at least 

ensure transparency so that civilians living in their areas can understand the scale of 

the pandemic and facilitate an international vaccination plan that meets the needs on 

the ground,” Page said. 

Houthi Disinformation and Failure to Adequately Address the Pandemic 

During the early stage of the pandemic, the Houthi Health Ministry took the 

pandemic threat seriously. Human Rights Watch reported in April 2020 that Houthi 

Health Minister Taha al-Mutawakel warned about its potential deadly impact. But 

in May 2020 he said the ineffectiveness of test kits provided by WHO prevented the 

Houthi authorities from providing an accurate number of Covid-19 cases. The 

Houthis then put in place a “non-disclosure” policy. A senior member of the Houthi 

Supreme Political Council in Sanaa, Mohammed al-Houthi, said in June that it was 

part of their policy of “non-disclosure of infection numbers to preserve the morale 

of citizens and not spread panic.” 

https://reliefweb.int/report/yemen/yemen-humanitarian-update-issue-3-march-2021-enar
https://www.sabanew.net/story/en/74804
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/war-doubts-slow-covid-19-vaccination-disputed-yemen-city-2021-05-03/
http://www.sabanew.net/viewstory/75812
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org7_e.htm
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/12/10/urgently-waive-intellectual-property-rules-vaccine
https://www.hrw.org/news/2020/12/10/urgently-waive-intellectual-property-rules-vaccine
https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/05/05/biden-pledges-support-covid-19-intellectual-property-waiver
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JiXa7oh1fSg
https://www.almasirah.net/post/158151/%D9%88%D8%B2%D9%8A%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%B9%D8%AF%D9%85-%D9%83%D9%81%D8%A7%D8%A1%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%81%D8%AD%D9%88%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%82%D8%AF%D9%85%D8%A9-%D9%85%D9%86-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B5%D8%AD%D8%A9-%D8%A7%D9%84%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%84%D9%85%D9%8A%D8%A9-%D9%8A%D9%85%D9%86%D8%B9%D8%A7%D9%86-%D8%A5%D8%B9%D8%B7%D8%A7%D8%A1-%D8%B1%D9%82%D9%85-%D8%AF%D9%82%D9%8A%D9%82-%D9%84%D9%84%D8%A5%D8%B5%D8%A7%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AA-%D8%A8%D9%83%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%88%D9%86%D8%A7
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Health workers interviewed by Human Rights Watch said that the Houthi 

authorities’ lack of transparency and disinformation have put civilians’ health at risk 

and prevented efforts to protect against the spread of the virus. Two health workers 

said that after the start of the first wave in Sanaa in May 2020, the Houthis placed a 

special intelligence unit under the command of the group’s political security 

apparatus in medical facilities, apparently to intimidate and threaten health care staff 

as well as to limit the information they can provide to the media or international 

organizations. 

In early 2021, the WHO asked Houthi authorities to apply to the organization for 

vaccines, but the Houthis delayed and missed the deadline, one medical source with 

direct knowledge of the circumstances of the process said. “The Houthi authorities 

did not cooperate on time with the international community to secure the allocated 

vaccines to the north of Yemen,” he said. “The Yemeni government’s application 

included the allocation of vaccines to south and east of Yemen, and the government 

later agreed to share some of those vaccines with the north.” 

The source said that it required intense negotiations to reach a deal under which the 

Houthi authorities would accept 10,000 vaccine doses. One of the conditions the 

Houthi authorities set was that there should be no media coverage or social 

mobilization for a vaccination campaign. As of writing, the vaccination campaign 

hasn’t happened in the north. 

Seven health workers said that the Houthi authorities’ failure to provide a plan or 

program to combat Covid-19 made the pandemic worse. Even prior to the pandemic, 

some prominent Houthis said that they believe all vaccines are a conspiracy, the 

medical workers said. Local media reported in 2013 that Houthi forces prevented 

vaccination teams from carrying out their immunization work against measles and 

polio in some remote areas of Yemen’s Saadah governorate under the pretext that 

the vaccine was “American.” 

Three health workers said that the Houthi authorities placed unqualified members of 

Houthi families belonging to the sayyed class of direct descendants of the Prophet 

Muhammad in senior positions at medical facilities in Sanaa. 

https://akhbaralyom-ye.net/news_details.php?sid=68893
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Some Houthi officials spread disinformation about the virus and the vaccine. The 

leader of the group, Abdul Malik Al-Houthi, said in a televised speech carried by the 

Houthi-funded TV channel Al-Masirah in March 2020 that the virus was an 

“American conspiracy.” “America bears the primary responsibility for the Covid-19 

epidemic,” he said. “Some experts in biological warfare say that Americans have 

worked for years to benefit from the coronavirus and have worked to spread it in 

certain societies.” He warned the public not to panic and said that the pandemic 

aimed at frustrating and terrifying people. 

During a news conference in Sanaa in May 2020, al-Mutawakel, the Houthi health 

minister, justified his group’s policy of not providing data on the spread of the 

Covid-19 epidemic in Yemen, stating, “We deal with patients on the basis of their 

human right to health care and not as numbers on the stock exchange that the media 

are racing to address.” He said in the same conference that medicine for Covid-19 

would come from Yemen. Al-Mutawakel said on May 1, 2020, that there was no 

coronavirus in Yemen, and that if variants appeared in Yemen the UAE would bear 

responsibility for its transmission. 

 

 ************** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8PfTemGCr_M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMVX4-LcuaA
https://www.almasirah.net/post/151181/
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Treasury Sanctions Network Financing Houthi Aggression and Instability in 

Yemen 

June 10, 2021 

WASHINGTON — Today, the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Office of Foreign 

Assets Control (OFAC) is designating members of a smuggling network that helps 

fund Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps-Qods Force (IRGC-QF) and the 

Houthis in Yemen.  Led by Iran-based Houthi financier Sa’id al-Jamal, this network 

generates tens of millions of dollars in revenue from the sale of commodities, like 

Iranian petroleum, a significant portion of which is then directed through a complex 

network of intermediaries and exchange houses in multiple countries to the Houthis 

in Yemen. 

“This network’s financial support enables the Houthis’ deplorable attacks 

threatening civilian and critical infrastructure in Yemen and Saudi Arabia.  These 

attacks undermine efforts to bring the conflict to an end and, most tragically, starve 

tens of millions of innocent civilians,” said Director of the Office of Foreign Assets 

Control Andrea M. Gacki.  “Ending the suffering of millions of Yemenis is of 

paramount concern to the United States, and we will continue to hold accountable 

those responsible for widespread misery and deny them access to the global financial 

system.” 

Today’s action is being taken pursuant to the counterterrorism authority Executive 

Order (E.O.) 13224, as amended.  The IRGC-QF was designated pursuant to E.O. 

13224 in 2007 for support to numerous terrorist groups. 

Since the onset of the conflict in Yemen, the Houthis have relied on support from 

the IRGC-QF to wage their campaign against the internationally recognized Yemeni 

government and the Saudi-led Coalition.  Despite growing calls for peace, the 

Houthis have continued to escalate their lethal attacks inside Yemen and in the 

region, with dire consequences for Yemeni civilians and Yemen’s neighbors.  The 

Houthis have used ballistic missiles, explosives, naval mines, and Unmanned Aerial 
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Vehicles to strike military targets, population centers, infrastructure, and nearby 

commercial shipping in Saudi Arabia, along key international trade routes. 

Today, OFAC and the Department of State are also lifting sanctions on three former 

Government of Iran officials, and two companies formerly involved in the purchase, 

acquisition, sale, transport, or marketing of Iranian petrochemical products.  These 

delistings are a result of a verified change in behavior or status on the part of the 

sanctioned parties and demonstrate the U.S. government’s commitment to lifting 

sanctions in the event of a change in behavior or status for sanctioned persons. 

SA’ID AL-JAMAL: FINANCIAL CONDUIT TO THE HOUTHIS 

Sa’id al-Jamal, an Iran-based Houthi financial supporter, directs a network of front 

companies and vessels that smuggle Iranian fuel, petroleum products, and other 

commodities to customers throughout the Middle East, Africa, and Asia.  A 

significant portion of the revenue generated from these sales is directed through a 

complex international network of intermediaries and exchange houses to the Houthis 

in Yemen.  This revenue helps fund the destabilizing regional activities of the 

Houthis, IRGC-QF, and others, including Hizballah.  Sa’id al-Jamal’s network has 

generated tens of millions of dollars in revenue through the sale of Iranian 

commodities to those willing to evade sanctions.  Sa’id al-Jamal also maintains 

connections to Hizballah and has worked with the group to send millions of dollars 

to support the Houthis. 

Sa’id al-Jamal is being designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as amended, for having 

materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological 

support for, or goods or services to or in support of, the IRGC-QF. 

OFAC is also identifying the Gabon-flagged vessel Triple Success, which has been 

used by Sa’id al-Jamal to smuggle Iranian petroleum products out of Iran, as 

property in which Sa’id al-Jamal has an interest. 

SA’ID AL-JAMAL’S INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT NETWORK 

A cohort of businessmen and shipping experts support Sa’id al-Jamal’s network, 

enabling the illicit sale of Iranian goods abroad and the repatriation of profits to 

entities including the Houthis in Yemen, and the IRGC-QF. 
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Turkey-based Houthi-affiliate Abdi Nasir Ali Mahamud, a key business partner of 

Sa’id al-Jamal, acts as a financial intermediary and has coordinated the smuggling 

of petrochemicals for the network.  Mahamud has leveraged his position as 

managing director of UAE-based Adoon General Trading FZE to facilitate the 

transfer of millions of dollars on behalf of Sa’id al-Jamal.  Mahamud is being 

designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as amended, for having materially assisted, 

sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or 

services to or in support of, Sa’id al-Jamal. 

Adoon General Trading FZE and two additional companies, UAE-based Adoon 

General Trading L.L.C. and Turkey-based Adoon General Trading Gida Sanayi 

Ve Ticaret Anonim Sirketi, are being designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as 

amended, for being owned, controlled, or directed by, directly or indirectly, 

Mahamud. 

UAE-based Indian national Manoj Sabharwal is a maritime shipping professional 

who manages shipping operations for Sa’id al-Jamal’s network and advises al-Jamal 

on smuggling Iranian oil products.  Sabharwal is responsible for coordinating 

shipments of Iranian petroleum products and commodities throughout the Middle 

East and Asia while obscuring Sa’id al-Jamal’s involvement.  Sabharwal is being 

designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as amended, for having materially assisted, 

sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or 

services to or in support of, Sa’id al-Jamal. 

Hani ‘Abd-al-Majid Muhammad As’ad, a Turkey-based Yemeni accountant 

affiliated with the Houthis, manages Sa’id al-Jamal's finances and has used multiple 

bank accounts to send and receive millions of dollars in payments for Sa’id al-

Jamal’s shipping operations, as well as to facilitate transfers to the Houthis in 

Yemen.  As’ad is being designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as amended, for having 

materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological 

support for, or goods or services to or in support of, Sa’id al-Jamal. 

Since 2017, Jami’ ‘Ali Muhammad, a Somali businessman and Houthi and IRGC-

QF associate, has assisted Sa’id al-Jamal’s efforts to procure vessels, facilitate 

shipments of Iranian fuel, and transfer funds for the benefit of the Houthis.  Jami’ is 

being designated pursuant to E.O. 13224, as amended, for having materially assisted, 
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sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or 

services to or in support of, Sa’id al-Jamal. 

At the direction of Sa’id al-Jamal, Turkey-based Syrian national Talib ‘Ali Husayn 

Al-Ahmad al-Rawi and Greece-based Syrian national Abdul Jalil Mallah have 

facilitated transactions worth millions of dollars to Swaid and Sons, a Yemen-based 

exchange house associated with the Houthis.  Sa’id al-Jamal has used Swaid and 

Sons to send millions of dollars to IRGC-QF officials deployed in Yemen. 

Mallah has facilitated the shipment of Iranian crude oil to Syria.  Mallah has worked 

with Sa’id al-Jamal to send millions of dollars’ worth of Iranian crude oil to 

Hizballah.  Al-Rawi has worked with Sa’id al-Jamal to transfer millions of dollars 

from Qatirji Group purchases of Iranian petroleum products to Swaid and Sons in 

Yemen.  Al-Rawi, Mallah, and Swaid and Sons are being designated pursuant to 

E.O. 13224, as amended, for having materially assisted, sponsored, or provided 

financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or services to or in support 

of, Sa’id al-Jamal. 

SANCTIONS IMPLICATIONS 

All property and interests in property subject to U.S. jurisdiction of the persons 

designated are blocked, and U.S. persons are generally prohibited from engaging in 

transactions with the designated persons or their blocked property.  In addition, 

foreign financial institutions that knowingly facilitate significant transactions for, or 

persons that provide material or certain other support to, the persons designated 

today risk exposure to sanctions that could sever their access to the U.S. financial 

system or block their property or interests in property under U.S. jurisdiction. 

 ************** 
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Briefing to United Nations Security Council by the Special Envoy 

for Yemen – Martin Griffiths,  

15 June 2021 

Thank you very much. Mr. President, and I want to thank you and all the 

members of the Council for the privilege that I have had serving as the United 

Nations Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Yemen this past three years. This 

will be my last briefing to the Council in this capacity. And I’d like to add I’m 

particularly grateful also to President Hadi for placing his trust in me in this 

assignment. 

Mr. President, the United Nations has long characterized Yemen as the world’s 

worst man-made humanitarian crisis as we have so vividly heard from Mark also 

these many months. I want to underline here the man-made part of that statement. 

Ending a war is a choice. Yemeni men, women and children are suffering every 

day because people with power have missed the opportunities presented to them, 

to make the necessary concessions to end the war. As a result, Yemenis are obliged 

to live under violence, insecurity and fear, with limits to their freedom of 

movement, and freedom of expression. And perhaps most tragically of all, we are 

a witness to the hopes and aspirations of a generation of young Yemenis for a 

peaceful future being dashed. 

No amount of humanitarian assistance can compensate for the prospect of a 

brighter future. Only a negotiated political settlement can truly turn the tide in 

Yemen. And a political settlement that ends the war and ushers in a just and 

sustainable peace is what is needed. The parties to the conflict need to be 

courageous enough and willing to choose that path over the continuation of the 

conflict. And over the past three years of my assignment on Yemen, we have put 

together many opportunities to the parties. But in vain. 

A mediator is not responsible for the war nor for the peace. His – or her - privilege 

is not to have the power to end the war, despite a common assumption to the 

contrary. The mediator’s privilege is to present to the parties the ways the war can 

end. And again so far in vain. 

I want to thank the members of this Council, united in the purpose you have 

displayed on Yemen. And also particularly the United States, as well as the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Sultanate of Oman and others, for their tireless 

diplomatic support and for the considerable diplomatic foreign power that is 
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engaged in support of our efforts in this latest rounds of mediation. There has been 

no lack of will and no lack of effort. 

Mr. President, in that context allow me to turn to the current negotiations. As you 

know, for the past year and a half, I have conducted rounds of shuttle diplomacy 

with the parties on issues that I have often described to this Council and need not 

to repeat here today. It is with deep regret, Mr. President, that I report today, as of 

now, that the parties have yet to overcome their differences. And let me clearly 

reiterate to the members of this Council the positions of the parties as I understand 

them, for the benefit of the historical record if nothing else. Ansar Allah is insisting 

on a stand-alone agreement on the Hudaydah ports and Sana’a airport, as a 

condition precedent for the ceasefire and the launch of the political process. And 

indeed, in my recent and useful meeting with Ansar Allah leader Abdelmalik al-

Houthi in Sana’a, he said to me that only after an agreement on ports and airport 

were implemented would Ansar Allah begin negotiations on the ceasefire. This 

was not enough. The Government of Yemen, as we know well, on the other hand, 

insisted all these issues, the ports, the airport, the ceasefire, the political process 

launch, all these issues be agreed to and implemented as a package, and in 

particular with the focus on getting that ceasefire started. Now we have offered 

different solutions to bridge these positions. Unfortunately, as of now, none of 

these suggestions have been accepted. I hope very very much indeed, I’m sure we 

all do, that the efforts undertaken by the Sultanate of Oman as well as others, but 

the Sultanate of Oman in particular, following my own visits to Sana’a and Riyadh 

will bear fruit and that we will soon hear a different turn of fate for Yemen. 

I want to stress, Mr. President, as if it needs to be stressed that a nation-wide 

ceasefire would have undeniable humanitarian value, it is a humanitarian act to 

agree to start the ceasefire. It allows for the silencing of the guns, the opening of 

vital roads, including in Marib and in Taiz, and elsewhere and a return to some 

sense of security for the people of Yemen, especially for those civilians living near 

multiple frontlines in Yemen. Marib, I should add, is just one of many fronts, but 

the loss of young lives there, this past year, is unconscionable. Let me also be 

clear, the continued closure of Sana’a airport as well as the extensive restrictions 

on fuel through the ports of Hudaydah are not justifiable and must be addressed 

urgently. We are already very late to do so, as Mark has always reminded us. 

In Taiz, that great city in the heart of Yemen, people have experienced six grueling 

years of war, and we have seen many courageous journalists’ accounts of this 

situation there, the sniping of children is one of the images that comes home to me 

and I’m sure to all of us in such shock. And these people have suffered regular 

shelling of their homes, schools, difficult to get to schools, landmines obstructing 
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their roads to their schools and places of worship, and also extraordinary 

impediments to get to work to provide a minimum of livelihood for their families. 

Nobody should have to live like this. And it is a shame on all of us that the 

agreements made in Stockholm on Taiz have yielded no results. None at all.  

The Stockholm Agreement, Mr. President, included the landmark Hudaydah 

Agreement, which established a ceasefire in that strategically located coastal 

governorate. It allowed for the distribution of vital goods, including food, arriving 

through the three Red Sea ports which had previously been disrupted by volatile 

front lines. The Hudaydah Agreement sealed in late 2018, also has resulted in the 

dramatic reduction in civilian deaths and injuries by as much as 80 per cent, if you 

compare rates before and after the agreement. That isn’t to say that stark 

challenges don’t continue to persist in Hudaydah as we will hear from General 

Guha later. Ceasefire violations are a daily occurrence. And in addition, not 

enough progress of course has been achieved on reactivating the joint 

Redeployment Coordination Committee, a critical component of ensuring the 

ceasefire, since the suspension of the committee in March 2020 and despite the 

tireless efforts of General Guha and his colleagues in that mission. 

Mr. President, the war has also exacerbated divisions in the southern 

governorates. The situation there has come perilously close on several occasions 

to all-out conflict. And for the sake of the peace process that we have in front of 

us these monthly briefings, for the sake of that process as well as hopes of longer-

term stability, the partnership established between the Government of Yemen and 

the Southern Transitional Council thanks to the exceptional and continuing efforts 

of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia must, must, must continue to hold. Of course, 

mistrust runs deep and there are major differences of opinion on how the future of 

Yemen should look. But the only way out of this quagmire is for the leaderships 

of the Government of Yemen and that Council to commit as they have done in the 

Riyadh Agreement to resolve their differences through dialogue now and through 

political negotiations in the longer term. 

Mr. President, I know I am painting a bleak picture, but I also want to emphasize 

in contrast, the achievements of Yemenis who, as you know and I’m sure as we 

will hear later from our briefers, daily work to open roads, release prisoners, 

irrespective of the diplomatic mediation or its absence between their leaders. 

Yemenis have formed alliances and carried out initiatives that span from non-

partisan media platforms to mobilization and organization of activism of civil 

society and community safety networks. These are courageous efforts and they are 

the hope and future of that wonderful and currently tragic country. It is our 
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obligation to support them and also to listen to them and to understand their 

leaders. 

Mr. President, I want to take a step back and focus the remainder of these remarks 

today on what I am trying to learn from the past three years of my assignment. 

Yemen is a tale of missed and then lost opportunities. This is not because the 

opportunities to escape from conflict are not frequent or evident. But, I want to be 

clear, these are difficult decisions. Ending a war is a difficult decision requiring a 

confident leadership prepared to make concessions - always an essential part of 

decisions to move from war to peace. This is a heavy responsibility. I have learned, 

in a lifetime of involvement in conflicts of this sort, that while the opportunities 

to end the war and move to peace are often there, the courage needed to avail 

themselves of these opportunities is much more rare. 

Yemen is no different from this historical record. At times, and we have watched 

it together, leaders have come close to making that crucial choice of peace over 

war to silence the guns, to start dialogue. We have seen moments of compromise 

and opportunity, whether in Stockholm over two years ago, in prisoner exchanges, 

often by the way even more effective when carried out by the people themselves 

without our involvement, or in de-escalation that has happened from time to time 

in the many fronts of Yemen. But time and time again, when one side is ready to 

compromise the other side is not. And meanwhile the polemics from social media 

and commentary in Yemen and from Yemen, raging against the enemy, against 

the other, drown out the voices of those women, men and children who all, as we 

all would, choose peace daily. 

Mr. President, what has been most frustrating during my time has been the 

absence of comprehensive peace talks. Of course, I have emphasized time and 

again the primacy of an importance of a political process to negotiate the core 

political and security issues needed to end the war and ensure peace. And I am 

reminded this week having visited Kuwait a few days ago that the last time the 

parties sat down to discuss these issues was there in Kuwait in 2016 five years 

ago. And this is of course deeply shocking. 

Yemen needs an inclusive political process, and indeed a settlement, if we are to 

move away from the cycles of violence and conflict, which have preceded this 

five-year war in previous cycles of conflict. The dialogue that we hope we will 

able to see starts soon may take a long time. It will be complex. It will be 

multilayered. It should help Yemenis identify the elements of a peaceful 

settlement. And the guiding principles as we have discussed in this Chamber for 
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that vision are already clear: political partnership, accountable governance, 

sovereignty, economic and social justice and equal citizenship. 

A political settlement will need to reflect the interests of diverse conflict parties. 

It must guarantee the interests and rights of those most affected by the conflict, 

and not only those who perpetuate and lead in the conflict. My engagements with 

Yemeni civil society, women, local leaders and movements, and youth over the 

past several years almost certainly not as frequent as they should have been, they 

have always been of the utmost importance to me and to my colleagues. These 

actors, these champions for peace are the integral partners that we need to define 

that roadmap to peace in Yemen. 

Time is not on Yemen’s side. Over the course of the conflict, armed and political 

actors have multiplied and fragmented. Foreign interference has grown not 

diminished. What was possible in terms of conflict resolution years ago is not 

possible today. And what is possible today may not be possible in the future. And 

I believe that possibly an international conversation of process may need to restate 

the realistic goals for a negotiation process. 

Finally, for most of my time in office, Mr. President, I have been asking the 

parties at least to provide for the humanitarian needs of their people. But real 

leadership goes beyond looking to the immediate welfare of the people to securing 

their rights and the future of those people. That is the real battle. It lies ahead. And 

my worry, Mr. President, is not so much about the ceasefire as about the future. 

Let me be clear. Yemen needs a pluralistic political future, and the political 

process must reflect that in the most robust and inclusive way. 

We know very well what the people of Yemen want. There is no secret in this. It 

is precisely what this Council has always said, it also wants: stability based on 

rights and freedom. And Yemen needs, for its survival and the welfare of its 

citizens, a government accountable to its people, united in support of fundamental 

rights, and an open and prosperous economy linked to the region and beyond. 

Every day of this war, every day that we don’t get that ceasefire threatens this 

future more. And let us, Mr. President, for the sake of Yemen, hope to end this 

war without delay so that we can begin the real and final battle, which is of course, 

the battle for peace. 

Thank you, Sir. 

 

 ********* 
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AS DELIVERED 

Thank you, Mr. President. This month I’d like to start with a special thank you to 

our briefers. To Special Envoy Griffiths, thank you for your work to end the war in 

Yemen. You have spent over three years working to bring the parties together to end 

this conflict and improve the humanitarian situation. Martin, the United States 

appreciates its close cooperation with you and we look forward to continuing this 

cooperation as you take up your new role. As this is also Under-Secretary-General 

Lowcock’s last scheduled briefing to the Security Council, we wish to offer our most 

sincere thanks to you, Mark, for shining a light on the world’s most difficult, 

challenging corners. On Yemen and beyond, over the past three and half years you 

have stood up for humanity, given voice to those most in need, and spurred this 

Council to action. We wish you the very best in your next chapter. To our civil 

society briefer, Ms. Najiba al-Najar, thank you for your work advocating for women 

and young people’s meaningful participation in peacebuilding efforts. 

Over the past year, Special Envoy Griffiths has negotiated a proposal that would 

ease restrictions at Hudaydah Port and Sana’a Airport – a key Houthi demand – 

establish a ceasefire, and begin inclusive political talks. The Saudi and Yemeni 

governments have expressed their willingness to commit to this proposal. By 

contrast, the Houthis have refused to engage meaningfully on a ceasefire or take 

steps to resolve this nearly seven-year conflict. They refuse to even discuss the 

question of a ceasefire with Special Envoy Griffiths. Instead, the Houthis proceed 

with their devastating offensive on Marib. 

https://usun.usmission.gov/remarks-at-a-un-security-council-briefing-on-yemen-2/
https://usun.usmission.gov/remarks-at-a-un-security-council-briefing-on-yemen-2/
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On June 6, the Houthis callously struck a gasoline station, killing 21 Yemenis, 

including a young girl who was burned beyond recognition. We condemn these and 

other egregious actions by the Houthis, who continue to inflict lasting and 

irreversible damage on the Yemeni people. Each day the Houthis keep up their 

offensive in Marib, they ignore this Council’s calls for them to stop the violence and 

enter negotiations. 

Houthi intransigence is not the only impediment to lasting peace in Yemen. We call 

on the Yemeni government and the Southern Transitional Council to put the interests 

of the Yemeni people first and resolve their differences. Time is of the essence – the 

people of Yemen need a unified government that can provide services and exert 

leadership through this time of crisis. The government and the Southern Transitional 

Council are restarting negotiations on implementing the Riyadh Agreement, and we 

hope these negotiations will bear fruit. We wish to thank the Saudi government for 

its continued facilitation of these discussions. 

Meanwhile, Yemen remains one of the world’s largest humanitarian emergencies, 

with an estimated 20.7 million people, or 66 percent of the population, in need of 

humanitarian assistance this year. There is only one way to permanently address the 

humanitarian crisis in Yemen – a lasting ceasefire and inclusive political solution. 

But until then, the international community – especially our partners in the Gulf – 

must step up to fund the humanitarian response without delay. We urge all parties to 

permit the free flow of both commercial and humanitarian commodities through the 

Red Sea ports. Otherwise, conditions for the 70 percent of Yemen’s population 

living in Houthi-controlled areas are certain to deteriorate. 

I would be remiss if I did not mention the Safer oil tanker. As we heard earlier this 

month, the risks of a catastrophic spill or explosion grow daily. Yet there has been 

no significant progress since the Council’s last dedicated meeting on the issue almost 

a year ago. The Houthis have ignored the Council’s renewed call for action earlier 

this month and continue to obstruct a UN assessment while lives and livelihoods 

hang in the balance. We call on the Houthis to allow the UN unconditional and safe 

access to conduct the assessment and initial repair mission without further delay. 

The responsibility for this impending humanitarian, economic, and environmental 

disaster lies with the Houthis and with the Houthis alone. 

Turning to the upcoming mandate renewal for the UN Mission to Support the 

Hudaydah Agreement, I want to note the Mission’s important role in monitoring the 

implementation of the governorate-wide ceasefire agreed to in Stockholm in 
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December 2018. Despite the significant challenges over the past year, the ceasefire 

and the UNMHA Mission has contributed to: an overall reduction of violence across 

the governorate; the safety and partial functioning of the Red Sea ports, enabling the 

receiving and offloading of vessels; and conditions that permit some economic 

activity and humanitarian access. We look forward to UNMHA’s renewal. 

Thank you, Mr. President. 

********* 


